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The Importance of Students and Teachers Having Congruent Goals for
Chinese Language Learning

Zhongqi Shia, Xiaodong Linb, Jiayi Xuc
ab

Columbia University, c New York University

Abstract
While students and teachers share the same classroom, they do not necessarily share the same
goals for the class. A goal considered essential by the teacher may not be deemed as important
by some students. Their divergent goals might direct them to allocate time and effort
distinctively, and potentially induce negative impact on students’ learning outcomes. In the
present study, we compared course goals prioritized by Chinese language students (n=48) and
their teachers (n=2), and investigated to what extent student-teacher goal congruence is related to
student performance and motivation. The results showed that students in the high-congruent
group achieved higher scores, demonstrated more on-task and less off-task behavior, and showed
stronger motivation towards the course, than did students in the low-congruent group. A path
analysis indicated that goal congruence had direct effects on student performance and motivation
as well as an indirect effect on performance via motivation. The implications of goal congruence
for foreign language teaching and learning are discussed.
Keywords: goal congruence, performance, motivation, Chinese classroom
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Introduction
Goals have been theoretically and empirically established to be related to foreign
language learning (Dörnyei, 2001; Kato, 2009; Kormos, Kiddle, & Csizér, 2011; Moeller,
Theiler, & Wu, 2012). The goals of a foreign language course, often specified in the syllabus, are
created to guide the teaching and learning that take place in the classroom. However, teachers
and students might not perceive the course goals in the same way. A goal considered essential by
the teacher may be peripheral in the eye of some students, which might direct them to allocate
time and effort in different ways. Previous research on goals, particularly within Chinese
classroom settings, rarely discusses whether this incongruence of goals may have negative
impacts on the learning outcomes. To fill the gap, we conducted a study on teacher-student goal
congruence to investigate its relationship with student performance and motivation. The findings
reported here should be of value to foreign language practitioners and researchers in this learnercentered era.
Literature Review
Goals
In this study, a goal is defined as the objective of an action, for example, to attain a
specific standard of proficiency within a specific time (Locke & Latham, 2002). Examples of
such goals include “to be able to write short essays on daily topics with newly-learned
vocabulary and grammar”, or “to improve reading comprehension skills, such as guessing word
meaning based on the context”. Despite some variations to its definition and conceptualization,
goal has been shown to be a powerful predictor of student academic accomplishment such as
course grades and test scores (Coutinho, 2007; Lin, Siegler, Sullivan, Preiss, & Sternberg, 2010),
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aspects of motivation such as effort, persistence, and interest (Allen, 1986; Wentzel, Baker, &
Russell, 2012), and positive classroom behaviors (Wentzel, 1989, 1998).
Goals have been theoretically and empirically established to be related to foreign
language learning as they can affect learner performance and motivation (Dörnyei, 2001; Kato,
2009; Kormos et al., 2011; Moeller et al., 2012). Goals affect performance through four
mechanisms: they direct attention and effort towards goal-relevant activities and away from goalirrelevant activities; regulate effort expenditure; encourage persistence; and promote strategysearching (for detailed reviews, see Dörnyei 1998 and Locke & Latham 2002). Through a 5-year
longitudinal study, Moeller et al. (2012) examined the effects of goal setting on high schoolers’
achievements in Spanish language classes. The results showed a positive relationship between
the goal-setting process and language achievement (p<.01), suggesting that a learner more skilled
at goal setting achieved higher scores in a standardized proficiency test. In addition to
performance, goals have been shown to be a powerful motivator toward learning (Bandura,
1986; Dweck, 1991). Their work showed that different motivational patterns, exhibited through
behavioral, affective, and cognitive measures, could be explained by the various goals that one
pursues. Goals can be motivating because they provide benchmarks against which one can
compare his/her current proficiency, and the perceived gap between one’s ideal and current
situations can stimulate continued effort until the goals are attained (Dörnyei, 1994). Learners
can also be motivated by the satisfaction derived from goal completion(Dörnyei, 1998), as well
as by the intrinsic interest developed through continued involvement in goal-related activities
(Deci & Ryan, 1985). Thus, as a powerful source of motivation, goals are widely considered to
play an important role in language learning (Boekaerts, de Koning, & Vedder, 2006; Dörnyei,
2001; Guilloteaux & Dörnyei, 2008).
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Students’ and teachers’ goal comparison
Not only do students have goals themselves, but teachers also have goals for their
students to accomplish (Lemos, 1996; Spera & Wentzel, 2003). Teacher goals are usually shaped
by a combination of factors, including the requirements of academic institutions (Wentzel,
2000), national standards (Magnan, 2012) , and personal understanding about the subject through
accrued experience. In classrooms, teachers’ goals are manifested through their instruction,
feedback, evaluation, as well as communication with students (Cothran & Ennis, 1998;
Retelsdorf, Butler, Streblow, & Schiefele, 2010; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011).
Although students and teachers spend a lot of time together, research shows that it is not
uncommon for them to have different goals for the same class (Dodds & Lawrence, 1983;
Harlow & Muyskens, 1994; Lemos, 1996; Spera & Wentzel, 2003). Sometimes there exists a
lack of connection between the teacher’s course objectives and the goals an individual student
aims to pursue. The discrepancy between teacher goals and student goals can result in the
student’s misinterpretation of the assigned tasks, lack of ownership in learning, and loss of
interest toward the course, due to “a lack of understanding on the part of the students as to how
and why they are involved in the learning process” (Moeller et al., 2012). Therefore, Lemos
(1996) called for more attention to the “mismatch between the direction of students’ behavior
and the direction that the teacher intends to impose on students’ behavior. ”
From the goal hierarchy perspective (Ford, 1992), even when the overarching goal of two
individuals is the same, their prioritization of the more specific goals or “sub-goals” can be quite
different from each other. Foreign language classes are such an example. The overarching goal
of students and teachers for the class may be quite aligned, which can be, for example, to acquire
the necessary skills to use the target language. However, in order to achieve this global or
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overarching goal, multiple specific goals need to be prioritized and accomplished. This is where
their understanding and decisions may diverge. Teachers prioritize their goals based on
institutional requirements (Wentzel, 2000), experiences, preferences (Pushkin, 2001), etc.
Students decide their prioritizations based on their interest, perceived task value, and other
personal reasons (Ng, 2008; Valle et al., 2003). Given the variety of contributing factors, it is not
difficult to presume that the ways in which students and teachers prioritize their goals can easily
be incongruent. Following this are the discrepancies in their decision-making processes and the
potential conflicts they could incur. For instance, the teacher might consider developing accuracy
as a major goal and would therefore decide to assign more tasks and exercises for such purpose
and be less tolerant of students’ errors. Meanwhile, if a student’s main goal is to improve
fluency, he or she would be more motivated to engage in tasks that help to develop fluency and
less willing to complete the tasks assigned by the teacher. Although there has been considerable
research on student goals, we know little about teacher goals, the relationship between student
and teacher goals, and how this relationship may impact student performance and motivation.
Goal congruence
Goal congruence in this study refers to the extent to which individuals hold similar goals
(Shteynberg & Galinsky, 2011), and it has been well theorized by the theory of intersubjectivity
(Jones, 2005; Tirassa & Bosco, 2008; Vygotskiĭ , 1978). Within the sociocultural framework,
intersubjectivity generally refers to the degree to which partners in a communication act share
the same understanding of a concept (Beck, 2006). It is about seeing another person’s
perspective to mutually agree on and share the same perception of the issues of their interaction.
In the context of the classroom, one very important ‘concept’ or ‘issue’ on which the teacher and
the students should share the same understanding is the objectives, or goals, of the course. In
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other words, students and teachers need to develop “a collective state of mind” (Rommetveit &
Blakar, 1979) regarding the course goals and their relative importance. Furthermore, the
mechanism of intersubjectivity is believed to catalyze learning and development (Stone,
Underwood, & Hotchkiss, 2012). It follows that whether the teacher and the students share the
same understanding toward goals and goal prioritization, or simply referred to as teacher-student
goal congruence, bears great implication for the learning and development that may materialize
through the course. Empirically, goal congruence has also been shown to be important for
student achievement and motivation in classroom settings. Spera and Wentzel (2003) examined
student-teacher goal congruence and its relation to social and academic motivation. The findings
showed that high levels of goal congruence were positively related to student interest in class and
perceived social support from teachers. Wentzel (1989)’s research showed that the goals pursued
by the high-achieving students (indexed by GPA) were in line with the key educational
objectives set by schools, whereas those goals pursued by the low- and mid-achieving students
were not. The author argued that “the motivational characteristics of students will be related to
their academic success to the extent that these characteristics match the motivational
requirements of the classroom.”
In the foreign language field, congruence has primarily been studied between the
ACTFL’s National Standards (2006) and students perceptions about the Standards. The ACTFL
5C Standards represent “an unprecedented consensus” among educators, the government, and the
community on the definition and role of foreign language instruction in American education
(Magnan, Murphy, Sahakyan & Kim, 2012). Questions that previous studies have tried to answer
include: whether students have goals consistent with the Standards, whether they expect to reach
these goals during their formal language study, whether these goals and expectations differ for
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students of different proficiency levels, and whether they differ for students of more and less
commonly taught languages (for a review, see Magnan et al., 2014). These studies enrich our
understanding about the learning goals in college language classes by inviting students to speak
out their voices. Teachers, however, were not included in these studies, which makes us wonder
how aligned their goals are with those of the students in these college language classes. One of
the few studies that directly compared student and teacher goals was conducted by Harlow and
Muyskens (1994). They administered a survey to “determine priority goals or objectives of
intermediate-level students and instructors”. Participants were asked to indicate their perceptions
of importance for 14 goals, which were composed based on the descriptions given by the
students and instructors themselves in the pilot study. Based on the Pearson r correlation between
the overall rankings by the students and by the instructors (r=.789, p<= .01), the authors
concluded that a great deal of agreement was found between the students and the instructors.
However, if we take a closer look at the rankings, we will notice that the method adopted may
not have been able to construct an accurate picture. For instance, the way students’ and teachers’
goals were compared renders us to exercise caution when interpreting the results. The 1,373
students and 59 instructors were sampled from 12 universities, and comparisons were conducted
on a group basis. It means that student rankings were pooled together and compared against
pooled teacher rankings. The results gained from such comparisons might shed some light on the
overall student-teacher congruence, but they were inadequate to identify the relationship between
goal congruence and the learning outcomes of individual students. Since goals take effect on the
individual level, we propose that the comparison of goals should be conducted on a studentteacher dyadic basis, which will be elaborated in Method.
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The Present Study
Despite the informative research on student goals in foreign language learning, few
researchers have explored the relationship between student and teacher goals, and how this
relationship might affect student performance and motivation, particularly within the Chinese
classroom settings. In the current study, we hope to fill these gaps by answering the following
questions:
(1) To what extent are students and their teachers congruent on course goals?
(2) Is student-teacher goal congruence related to student performance?
(3) Is student-teacher goal congruence related to student motivation?
(4) Does student-teacher goal congruence predict student motivation and performance?
Methods
Participants and setting
The participants in this study consisted of college students (n=48) who were studying
Chinese as a second language and their teachers (n=2) from two northeastern region universities
of the United States. The majority of these students were undergraduates (27.1% freshman,
45.8% sophomore, 12.5% junior, and 8.3% senior), and the rest (6.3%) were enrolled in graduate
programs. Their age ranged from 18 to 28 (M=20). The gender ratio was 54%: 46% (M vs. W).
The ethnicity composition was: Asian (47%), White (29%), Asian & White (14%), and Hispanic
(10%). Students came from four classes of two levels: elementary (n=27) and advanced (n=21),
two classes at each level. We included classes of two levels because we were interested in
knowing whether levels of goal congruence differ across proficiency levels. The two classes at
the same level were taught by the same instructor, who used the same instructional materials and
followed the same syllabus. The two teachers were a male and a female, aged 34 and 27
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respectively. Both teachers majored in Teaching Chinese to Speakers of Other Languages in
college and had accumulated years of experience teaching American students at the tertiary level.
The contact hours for each class were five hours per week. The class size was between 8 to 15.
Teachers had ample opportunities to communicate with students individually and therefore were
likely to give a fairly accurate evaluation on their performance. The results from the entrance
examinations, administered at the beginning of the semester, were collected for the purpose of
controlling initial proficiency at the same proficiency level.
Measures
Goal congruence measure
In order to gauge the level of student-teacher goal congruence, we designed a course
goals ranking sheet (see an example in Appendix) to assess students and teachers’ respective
perceptions of the course goals. Altogether four course goals ranking sheets were created, with
one for each class. Teachers and students of each class only saw the goals relevant to their class.
Each sheet included five statements excerpted from the corresponding class’s syllabus provided
by the instructor. Each statement described one specific goal of the course. Some examples are:
“to produce linguistically sophisticated essays using complex structures and clear organization”
or “to create a personal memorization technique for Chinese characters.” Students and teachers
were instructed to rank the five course goals on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the most important)
based on how important each goal was to them.
Then we calculate the extent of goal congruence between students and teachers. Every
student’s ranking was compared against his or her teacher’ ranking. We started by calculating
their differences of rankings. The difference on each goal was determined by multiplying the
sum of its rank numbers and the square of the difference between the teacher and student’s
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rankings. For example, If the goal of “Produce linguistically sophisticated essays” were ranked
by teacher as the most important (assigned 5 by teacher) and ranked by student John as the
second most important (assigned 4 by student), then their difference score on this goal was
(5+4)*(5-4)2 = 9. The rationale for this particular calculation is that a goal with a higher ranking
should carry more weight than one with lower ranking. If the teacher and students disagree on
the top two most important choices, then that should be much more significant than if they
disagree on the two least important choices. The second step was to add up all the differences on
five goals and obtain a total difference score for each student-teacher dyad. In the third step, the
total difference score was divided by the maximum possible difference, which was 240 for the
five-item ranking, to obtain a difference percentage. For example, if the teacher ranks Speaking,
Spelling, Listening, Reading, Writing as 5-4-3-2-1, and John ranks them as 4-1-2-5-3. Their total
difference score will be 138, and their difference percentage will be 138/240=57.5%. The last
step was to subtract the difference percentage from 1 and produce a congruence percentage,
which in this case will be 42.5%. Each student’s congruence was calculated against his/her
teacher as above. A higher percentage represents a higher overall congruence level between the
student and teacher on their perceptions of the relative importance of the course goals.
Student performance measures
Three measures were used to determine student performance in this study. The first
measure was the composite score that every student received at the end of the semester. The
composite score or course score was an accumulation of the scores a student received from
quizzes, homework assignments, projects, tests, and oral presentations. The reason why we chose
course scores over standardized proficiency tests as the measure is because course scores are
classroom-based evaluation that can comprehensively reflect student achievement in a certain
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course. It is also more informative to teachers who are interested in how students performed in
the long term. To make the scores comparable across classes, we transformed them into z-scores
within each class. A z-score represents a student’s academic performance in relation to the other
students in the class.
To complement our understanding of student performance in the classroom, we included
two more measures: students’ on-task, and off-task behaviors. These two measures were based
on teacher evaluation. On-task behaviors include punctual homework submission and active
participation in class. Teachers rated every student and gave a single score on a scale of 5 points
(1 never, 2 rarely, 3 sometimes, 4 quite a bit, 5 very often) for these on-task behaviors. The
higher the rating, the more frequent did the student engage in on-task behaviors. Off-task
behaviors include daydreaming, checking cellphones, and working on other assignments in the
class. Teachers rated every student on a scale of 5 points (1 never, 2 rarely, 3 sometimes, 4 quite
a bit, 5 very often) and gave a single score for the off-task behaviors. The lower the rating, the
less frequent did the student engage in off-task behaviors.
Course scores and teacher evaluation of student behavior were used together because they
can co-construct a fuller picture of how students performed during the semester than could either
index used alone, with course scores measuring the learning outcome and teacher observation
reflecting the learning process.
Student motivation measures
Student motivation was assessed by two measures: student self-report and teacher
evaluation. In the self-report, students were asked to rate their agreement with statements
adapted from AMTB (Gardner, 1985) on a 5-point scale, from (1) strongly disagree to (5)
strongly agree. The 14 statements aggregated to four aspects of student motivation: Motivational
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Intensity, Desire to Learn the Language, Attitude toward Learning the Language, and Course
Evaluation. The Motivational Intensity subscale consisted of 4 items (Cronbach’s α = .702), and
an example was “My motivation to learn Chinese is strong.” The Desire subscale consisted of 3
items (Cronbach’s α = .712), and an example was “I have a strong desire for learning Chinese.”
The Attitude subscale consisted of 3 items (Cronbach’s α = .750), and an example was “I really
enjoy learning Chinese.” The Evaluation subscale consisted of 4 items (Cronbach’s α = .777),
and an example was “I find my Chinese classes valuable.”
In the teacher evaluation, we asked teachers to rate each student on the motivation he or
she had exhibited through the semester. Teachers were asked to give a holistic rating on a 5-point
scale from (1) very low to (5) very high. We included teacher evaluation to see if it would be
consistent with students’ self-reports.
Data collection
The data collection process took place during the last week of spring semester in 2014.
Students completed a set of surveys including demographic information, the course goals
ranking sheet, and the self-report questionnaire. The surveys were administered by a trained
member of the research team to the students without their teachers’ presence. Teachers
completed the course goals ranking sheet, and the evaluations for students’ performance and
motivation. The teachers completed the surveys in their offices before the week of the final
examination. A research team member collected the survey sheets immediately after they were
completed. We also obtained student grade reports from the teachers at the end of the semester.
Results
In this section, results are presented in four parts in correspondence to each research
question. First, descriptive findings concerning student-teacher goal congruence are reported.
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Second, the relationship between student-teacher goal congruence and student performance is
described. Third, the relationship between student-teacher goal congruence and student
motivation is identified. Finally, the results of a path analysis on the relationships among goal
congruence, motivation, and performance are summarized.
Students-teachers goal congruence
Descriptive statistics of student-teacher goal congruence levels were shown in Table 1.
The overall mean goal congruence of all participants was 64.58%. The range of the sample was
86%, which is the difference between the maximum congruence (100%) and minimum
congruence (14%). This suggests that some students’ perceptions of the relative importance of
the course goals were in perfect alignment with their teacher’s, whereas some students held
vastly different opinions from their teacher. This wide variation of goal congruence were found
on both of the two proficiency levels, with the range being 62% and 73% for elementary and
advanced level respectively.
Table 1
Description of student-teacher goal congruence
Class

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Total

48

64.58%

.26

14%

100%

86%

Elementary

27

80.47%

.18

38%

100%

62%

Advanced

21

44.14%

.19

14%

87%

73%

Table 1 shows a fairly large difference between the average teacher-student goal
congruence for the elementary level (M=80.47%, SD=.18) and that for the advanced level
(M=44.14%, SD=.19). T-test results confirmed that the goal congruence found for the elementary
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level was significantly higher than that found for the advanced level (t(46)=6.61, p=.00, d=36%).
It is easy to see in the percentile distribution (Figure 1) that the largest portion of elementary
students were in the top quarter percentile, whereas the largest portion of advanced students were
in the 25%-50% percentile. No significant differences were found between the two elementary
classes (t(25)=-.54, p=.59)or between the two advanced classes (t(19)=1.12, p=.23). The results
suggested that the students in the elementary level classes had more congruent goals with their
teachers than did the students in the advanced level classes.
Figure 1. Goal congruence distribution by proficiency level

70.0%

Student percentage

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
Elementary

30.0%

Advanced

20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
0-25%
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Goal congruence and student performance
To answer the second research question, we first computed the correlations between goal
congruence levels and measures on student performance. As Table 2 shows, student-teacher goal
congruence was positively correlated with students’ z-scores (r=.346, p<.05), on-task behavior
(r=.46, p<.01), and negatively correlated with students’ off-task behavior (r=-.349, p<.05). To
facilitate our understanding about these correlations, we median spilt students according to their
congruence level into high-congruence group and low-congruence group.
Table 2
Correlation of goal congruence with outcome variables
Measure

1.

2.

3.

1. Student-teacher goal congruence

－

2. Performance (Z-score)

.346*

3. Performance (on-task behavior)

.460** .866*** －

4. Performance (off-task behavior)

-.349*

5. Motivation (student self-report)

.370** .441**

6. Motivation (teacher evaluation)

.317*

4.

5.

6.

－

-.483**

-.469**

－

.393*

-.248

.558*** .576***

－

-.857*** .292*

－

Note. *p< .05, **p< .01, *** p< .001
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As Table 3 shows, significant group differences were found for all three measures of
student performance. Students in the high-congruence group achieved higher scores,
demonstrated more on-task behaviors and engaged in fewer off-task behaviors than the students
in the low-congruence group.
Table 3
High-congruence vs. Low-congruence group comparison
Group
High-

Low-congruence

congruence
Measure

M

SD

M

SD

t test (df=46)

Effect size
(Cohen's d)

Performance measure
Z-score

.41

.65

-.41

1.07

3.19**

.93

On-task behavior

4.12

.99

2.95

1.12

3.82***

1.11

Off-task behavior

1.77

.73

2.64

1.08

-3.22*

.94

Student self-report

4.36

.43

3.94

.69

2.53*

.73

Teacher evaluation

3.99

.81

3.26

.96

2.82**

.82

Motivation measure

Note. *p< .05, **p< .01, *** p< .001
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Goal congruence and student motivation
We applied the same statistical approach to answer this question. We first computed the
correlations between congruence levels and student motivation measures. As Table 2 shows,
student-teacher goal congruence was positively correlated with students’ self-reported
motivation scores (r=.370, p<.01), and teachers’ evaluation of student motivation (r=.317,
p<.05). Then we used T tests to compare high-congruence group and low-congruence group. As
the last two lines of Table 3 shows, significant group differences were found for both of the two
motivation measures. Students in the high-congruence group reported higher level of motivation
toward the course than did the students in the low-congruence group, and this pattern was
consistent with evaluations from their teachers.
Goal congruence predicts student motivation and performance
The last question of interest in this study was the impact of student-teacher goal
congruence on student motivation and performance, which were operationalized as the course
scores they received and their self-reported motivation scores, excluding the teacher evaluation
measures. We decided to use path analysis because this statistical approach could provide
estimates of the magnitude and significance of hypothesized causal connections between
variables, such as the goal congruence to student motivation in this study. When a path analysis
is performed, a prior hypothesis about the causal relations among variables is needed (Tabri &
Elliott, 2012). Although there was no framework specifically addressing the role of goal
congruence, the associations between goal and motivation, and between motivation and
performance had been relatively well established in current literature. Therefore, we
hypothesized the Path Model of Goal Congruence, as shown in Figure 2. A single path
represents a hypothesized direct effect of one variable on another, whereas plural paths (one
______________________________________________________________________________
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variable affecting another variable, which in turn affects a third) represent indirect effects
(Nishino, 2012).
Figure 2. Path Analysis Results

.32**
Goal congruence

Performance
.82**

.30**

Motivation

Note. *p< .05, **p< .01, *** p< .001
The statistics associated with this path model indicate that the fit to the data is good. The
chi-square (χ2=.743, df=2, p=.69) was not significant, which denoted goodness of fit in this case.
Other goodness of it measures indicated good fit of the model to the data: The value of RMSEA
(Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) for this model is .00, less than the critical value
of .05; and CFI (Comparative Fit Index) =1.00, well above the .90 criterion.
Our path analysis included two multiple regression equations. In one equation, Goal
Congruence, Gender, and Proficiency Level are viewed as predictors of Motivation. In the other
equation, Goal Congruence, Gender, Proficiency Level, and Motivation are considered as
predictors of Performance. Gender and Proficiency Level were included in the regressions so
they could be controlled, but they were not included in the final path because they were not part
of the model.
The results of the path analysis showed that Goal Congruence and Motivation had direct
effects on Performance, combining to explain 31.3% of the variance in Performance. The effects
of Goal Congruence and Motivation on Performance were similar, with standardized regression
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β=.32 and .30. Goal Congruence also had a direct effect on Motivation (β=.82), as well as an
indirect impact on Performance via Motivation. The final path analysis results are shown in
Figure 2.
Discussion and conclusion
An analysis of the results leads us to several tentative conclusions with regard to studentteacher goal congruence in foreign language classses.
The comparisons between the goal rankings given by the students and their teachers
showed that their understandings about the relative importance of each course goals differed
considerably. The findings were consistent with previous research (Lemos, 1996; Spera &
Wentzel, 2003) that identified discrepencies between student and teacher goals. As previously
discussed, the research that investigated student and teacher goals together in foreign language
classes was scant. One possible reason is that the students and teachers in foreign language
classes are presumed to have similar goals. However, our findings revealed that this assumption
does not necessarily hold true. Many students viewed the course goals quite differently from
their teachers.
Our findings also showed that student-teacher goal congruence differed across
proficiency levels. Students in elementary classes seemed to be more congruent with their
teachers in terms of their perceptions of the course goals than students in advanced classes. It
could be because the relative importance of the course goals for a beginning level class tend to
be more straightfoward than the goals meant to be pursued at more advanced levels. For
example, it is common knowledge that learners at the beginning level must first have an adequate
command of the most basic elements of a language, such as pronunciation, spelling rules, etc,
before they can proceed to develop competence at the phrasal and sentential levels, and this
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knowledge is probably well received by both the students and teachers in an elementary class. As
students’ proficiency improves, their learning becomes more individulized, and their learning
focuses become more varied. For instance, some students might hope to polish their grammar
whereas some students would like to spend more time improving reading skills. In other words,
advanced students tend to have more diverse needs that forge into different ways to prioritize the
course goals, which makes it more difficult for the students and their teachers to have aligned
goals. Another possible cause for the varied goal congruence across proficiency levels might be
students’ varied levels of dependency on their teachers. Some researchers argued that students at
the beginning stage of language study tend to be more dependent on their teachers to guide them
through the learning process (Moeller et al., 2012). As students grow in their linguistic abilities,
their sense of autonomy increase and their desire to pursue their personal goals might become
stronger.
Our study extends previous research on goals by taking teacher goals into account and
identifying the relationship between student-teacher goal congruence and student learning
outcomes. First, student-teacher goal congruence levels were shown to be positively related to
student performance measured by class grades and teacher observation. The high-congruence
group achieved better grades than the low-congruence group, highlighting the importance of goal
congruence for students’ academic performance. Teacher evaluation on students’ on-task and
off-task behaviors provided further explanation on why students in the high-congruence group
performed better. Students’ learning behavior and effort expenditure are guided by their goals
(Dörnyei, 1994). When students’ goals are congruent with their teachers, their effort expenditure
is more efficient and productive because the way they invest effort is in line with how their
teachers expect them to and how their work is evaluated. This explains why students in the high______________________________________________________________________________
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congruence group demonstrated better concentration of attention, engaged in less distracting
activities during the class, and completed assignments more frequently. On the contrary, students
with low goal congruence with their teachers might ignore the more important contents and
spend too much time on topics less relevant for the course. The significantly positive relationship
between scores and on-task behavior, along with the negative relationship between scores and
off-task behavior, showed consistency between the achievement measures (scores) and
behavioral measures (teacher observation). Although the correlations do not warrant any causal
relationships, they inspire us to speculate the mediating role that behaviors might play between
goal congruence and student performance.
The correlation has also been found between goal congruence and student motivation,
which is another noteworthy finding. While students’ goals have been shown to affect their FL
motivation (Dörnyei, 1994, 1998), few studies take both teachers’ goals and students’ goals into
consideration when investigating FL students’ motivation. Our study shows that student-teacher
goal congruence has an impact on student motivation. Students’ self-reports show that the
students having higher levels of goal congruence with the teacher reported stronger motivation,
more favorable attitude toward learning the target language, and felt more satisfied with the
course. Their stronger motivation and desire to learn the language could be explained by the
alignment of the tasks assigned by the teacher and the tasks they perceived to be helpful for
achieving their goals. When a student perceived a task relevant and helpful for achieving their
goals, s/he would understandably be more willing to approach and engage in the tasks. On the
contrary, students in the low-congruence group appeared less motivated possibly because they
often perceived that the assigned tasks were not quite relevant or helpful for attaining their goals.
They were also less likely to feel satisfied with their progress because their work did not translate
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into the achievements that they had expected, and as a result, they did not find the course as
interesting or useful as the other group did. The varying levels of motivation were not only
shown by students’ self-reports, but were also reflected in teacher observation. Teachers also
found that the high-congruence group was more motivated than the low-congruence group. In
addition, student self-reports were significantly correlated to teacher evaluation, suggesting
consistency between students’ subjective experience and teachers’ observation.
Consistent with our predictions, the results of path analysis showed direct paths linking
goal congruence to motivation and performance. The path analysis was necessary in that it
helped shed light on how student-teacher goal congruence functions. First, goal congruence was
found to have direct effects on both student performance and motivation. Relatively speaking,
goal congruence had a stronger direct influence on motivation than it did on performance. Goal
congruence also affected student performance through the mediation of motivation. The causal
relationships between goal congruence and student performance and that and motivation, albeit
still tentative, were brought to the surface by the path analysis and are well worth further
studying.
This study contributes to the field of foreign language (FL) teaching including Chinese as
a foreign language (CFL) in that it yields implications for language teachers and teacher training.
FL teachers and students oftentimes come from different countries, grew up in different cultures
and educated in different systems. It is very possible that they bring to class different goals. The
gap between their goals needs to be bridged to ensure effective learning processes and outcomes.
In light of the indicated relationship between goal congruence, performance and motivation, it
would be helpful for foreign language practitioners to explore strategies that could enhance
student-teacher goal congruence. We suggest that FL students and teachers communicate their
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goals to each other. One possibility is for the teachers to explain with justification to students
which goals are the most important and achievable in the course. Research shows that assigned
goals with convincing rationales can be well taken by the receivers and result in satisfactory
outcomes (Latham, Erez, & Locke, 1988). Students can also talk about what they hope to
achieve through the class and why some goals are more important to them. In this case, the
teacher may as well adjust the course goals to accommodate student needs, or in other words
adopt a joint goal setting practice, which will also lead to higher goal congruence between them.
Research (Locke, 1996) also shows participation in the joint goal setting process tends to
enhance members’ commitment and motivation because allowing students to have a say in
establishing the course goals or instructional priorities is a way of “imparting responsibility to
the students” (Ames, 1992). Ultimately, students and teachers will find themselves working in
the same direction through the goal communication.
Limitation and Conclusion
Like any study, our study has several limitations that warrant reader’s attention. First, the
findings were solely based on quantitative analysis, which means that we were only able to
reveal the effects of student-teacher goal congruence but not able to explain further how it
brought about such effects. We hope that future studies can shed light on this matter by including
qualitative approaches, such as interviews or student reflective journals, which can enhance our
understanding about the mechanism of goal congruence. Second, the correlational nature of this
study means that our findings are only exploratory. The hypothesis about the relationship
between goal congruence and performance and motivation awaits corroboration by field
experiments. Third, the sample size was small for more complex data analyses like path analysis,
so we must use caution when interpreting the results. The small sample size also made the
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generalizability limited. Studies using larger samples in different contexts would enrich our
understanding about the effects of goal congruence.
It should also be noted that the findings could only reflect an end-of-semester snapshot of
student-teacher goal congruence, based on which we analyzed and discussed its role in affecting
student motivation and performance. In the real classroom, it is very likely that students’ goals
change or fluctuate over the semester due to various reasons. For example, students and teachers
may have larger discrepancy in goals at the beginning of the semester than toward the end of the
semester, or vice versa. It would be of great interest for future research to document the changes
of student goals in a longitude manner, to examine the impact of changing goals to students’
learning and motivation, and to investigate what might cause the changes of student goals.
In closing, through a goal ranking method, the present study quantified the level of goal
congruence for each student-teacher dyad, making it possible to further investigate the
relationship between goal congruence and two outcome variables. Significant correlations have
been found between student-teacher goal congruence and student performance and motivation in
class. To our knowledge, this study is one of the few that have directly brought teachers’ goals
and students’ goals into the same research scope. The findings suggest that goals can be
investigated from an interactive perspective, which is particularly important to dialogue-based
context like foreign langue classes.
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APPENDIX
Course Goal Ranking Sheet (for an advanced level class)
Instruction: Below are the top five goals your teacher set for this course. Now please prioritize
them based on their importance to you. (5 being the most important, and 1 being the least
important. Each number can be used only once.)
Your Ranking

o Accumulate advanced vocabulary/grammar and put them into
use
o Gain confidence of speaking Chinese about societal topics
o Gain deeper understanding about Chinese culture and concepts
o Feel at ease writing characters and create one’s own
memorizing method
o Produce more sophisticated essays using complex structures
and clear organization
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A Corpus-based Study on the Semantic Collocation between Disyllabic Emotional
Psychological Verbs and Noun Objects in Mandarin Chinese
Abstract: This study analyzed the semantic collocation between emotional
psychological verbs and noun objects in modern Mandarin. Based on natural data from
a large corpora, this study calculated the frequency of collocations of each
psychological verb, and examined the semantic distribution of their noun objects. With
the assistance of the result of the research, the paper also discussed a more efficient
approach of teaching collocations between psychological verbs and nouns objects: the
semantic restriction according to different semantic features of various collocation is
proposed.
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有形容词的特

代汉语中比较特殊的一类动词

一定的

类抽象

搭

，珍爱类心理动词在汉语和英文中的意

外，

汉语学

“value”和

，“爱惜粮食”和“珍惜粮食”是常

各有特点， 对母语

“非常”修饰，是

度类副词“很”
动词的定

导

级词汇，“爱惜”

“opportunity”，但汉语“珍惜”既能
由 可

”

个动词都被包括在常

“cherish food”就十分别

了一定困难

而心理动词的复杂性

的动词

汉语并非一一对

，但英文中“treasure food”
象类

﹒词汇表 中，

级 词汇，“珍惜” “心疼”

一

进

式，但

体的语

京语言大学的汉语中介语语料

小类

对易混行

刘

，被程

学者们对心理
在一定

议 张

动词和心理动词的
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使用偏误进行了研
词的语

，发

动

搭

复杂性 刘博 2008

偏误多

宾语，偏误原因

要是心理动

据偏误频率的定量统计找出了几个偏误高发

并指出了一些易混心理动词的辨析方法 陈氏和 2012 考察了越南学生
语高频心理动词的使用情况，指出语
包括语

侧重点

混用是心理动词使用中的

，感情色彩的轻重

心理动词的角度入手，证明了汉语学
复杂性，语

混淆进而造

词宾语的语

特

搭

和语

搭

教学研

着展示了研
可操作的

研

和搭

进行了介绍，第

结果并对结果进行了

些偏误研
要是

语

的

词宾语的角度入手，通过研

分类，揭示珍爱类动词的语

心理动词的搭

代汉

要偏误类型，

的混用

者使用心理动词的难点

偏误 本文

preference ，以期
理论 汉语搭

等多方面造

，

倾向性

教学提供参考

文章

部分阐述了本文的研

论，第五部分对汉语搭

semantic
对以

的

方法，接

教学提出了建议和

体方法

2

词语搭配及教学研究

2.1 词语搭配理论及研究方法
最早提出“词语搭

”概念的是 Firth

惯性结伴使用，是词语之间的相
，2003

期待，并

Halliday 1976 将搭 界定

系的线性共 ” Halliday 1966 指出
语集 Lexical set
特

，

2006)

些语

特

一概念

1957 ，他认
分了

惯性搭

有相

搭

型式的有

倾向

自然语言处理 NLP 领域的语

卫乃

范围内

词项常聚

词词语集

semantic preference

就是词项的

和普通搭

“词项在某种显著的临

Stubbs (2002) 提出，某个词的搭
该词的语

词语搭

有相

词
的语

(Xiao, & McEnery,

优选 selection preference
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类似，Resnik (1993) 利用 WordNet 系统的语
选 selection preference ，即动词对
须
语

液体
特

词 本文参考语

语

研

和语法两个方面

1990

词宾语的语

倾向和语

两个角度探索动词对 词的语

国内学者的词语搭

认

系一

词语搭

词性有

惯性的，没有

始于

有

道理可讲的 一是属于

方法

层的词语搭

林

，林

语

“词语搭

小类和

该结
林

·语法范畴，即词的搭

搭

而

能

搭

种类型，它决定着词语搭

除了客

背景等特定语言社团中才有的特殊因素，研

研

有两种类型 一是纯属

1990 提出了包括结构
搭

词语搭

理性的，能

属于第

描写框架，并指出语

词宾语的语

马庆株，1992

1990

的性质是词汇·语法范畴，或
词的类别

词宾语

代，多数学者认

畹，1983

，

优

”的

选择，如“

优选理论，

词的语

限制

十

是讲得出道理来的 大部分的词语搭
质 ” 在研

分类说明了动词对

的本

分层 词类层 语

因素， 涉

汉语实词搭

层

社会风俗 文

的最佳方案是逐词

描写
着语料
乃

语言学的发展， 于大规模语料

2002 概括了国外
数据和语料

于语料

数据驱动两种

的词语搭
于语料

本依据，在传统的句法框架内对词项的搭
作 骤如

研

的搭

] 自然 境的美德”

载语料提

的两种
研

进行检查

确定语法框架结构，如 N+N, V+N

词，得出索引 concordance ，即带有

的词语搭

研

得以实

本方法

方法“以语料

于语料
索引

概括” p. 101 ，
在语料

中检索所研

键词的句子片段，如“ 养学生

索引，一般语料

都提供

卫

要操
键
小 [爱

键词检索功能，
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并能

据研

键词的搭

需要

载一定数量的索引 通过

情况 语料

提出的词语搭

数据驱动方法采

概念体系提

提出了节点词 Node，所研
词语

并计算搭
的搭

跨距 Span，节点词和搭

值和 MI 值
Firth

1957

信息
的“相

Halliday 1966 和 Sinclair (1966)等
词

搭

词的距离

“结伴出

词 Collocate，节点词搭

系

一数据统计的理论

”概念，将

是

概率，通过计算

键

明该搭 越显著

种方法能够高效处理大规模语料数据，并

饰，定语长短

的概率，确定搭

转

础

和共

据

本调查显示， 代汉语动

一，若采用语料

的显著程度， 些值越大，说

搭

中的

搭

强度提供数

词宾语大多

到定语修

数据驱动的方法，很难确定跨距 Span

由于缺乏语法框架的限制， 种方法在提
情况，本文采用的是第一种在语法框架

的

等概念，利用统计学中的 t 值，z

词和搭 词分别出

据支持 但

出

和 Sinclair (1966)

Halliday (1966

键词

分析语料并确定搭
期待”

察大量索引证据，概括并描述

搭

词时

进行的

常常出

于语料

外，

误差 鉴于

一

数据的方法

2.2 词语搭配教学研究
许多学者都指出汉语教学

加强词汇教学

如龙，杨

春，2004

来，以

研

少

果，许多研

将词语搭

中的一

级常用

有

对 大

分析了两者的搭
研

没有进一

能力和搭
分析形容词

供解释 王慧 2012 考察了

词

胡明

，1997

动词和形容词
汉语教学结

音节形容词

常

大类词

词搭

进行了语

词表作

动词的语

语

，没有

音节性质形容词的搭

心的搭

起来 雷立娜 2008

频率，并提供了高频搭
特

杨惠元，2003

教学参考，但该

层面对于形

和语

分类，

搭

提

分布情况，并对搭
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词进行了分级和排序
统计了词语搭
将语料

实的搭

词表，但
抽象

语言学

料

细分

有启发 但

进行深入分析，并
用研

些研
针对

果指导

研

分布 语

特

并提供了

体的搭

词的语

词类的搭

研

一描写，概括
词宾语的语

本文语料来源
语料

方法和理论

词的语

有待扩展，在教学
的理论

情况， 要

没有

方法， 于语

词宾语语

限制，

用

以高频搭

小类
词表，

于语料

小类和语

数据的研

方法，在 V+N 的语法

1990 的意

特

，以

，对四个动词逐

考察珍爱类心理动词

情况
京大学中文语言学研

是目前规模最大的

情况阶段，

体

研究方法

代汉语语料

学作品等多种体裁，能够比较准确地
搭

词

小类分布和搭

前人研

词宾语的语

察索引证据，参考林

词宾语的语
搭

集

教学方法

本文 要面向汉语教学，采用
索引并

情况

提供了一个数据翔

料，在研

没有对搭

3

，提

驱动的方法，

小类， 利于实际教学 总体

提供了丰富的

角度解释该类动词对

搭

词宾语

词宾语的语

词宾语的搭

用语料

词和描摹性副词的搭

， 教学和词

体教学 本文结

数据分析珍爱类心理动词

框架

2012

词分类稍显笼统，如将许多

汉语教学词语搭

对未来研

说明如何

用于搭

词，未能进一

来说， 些研

特

和周璐

2012

的各项数据，考察了度量类抽象

以 研

词

刁文瑛

们在 CCL 语料

映

中心

代汉语语料

，包括 3.07

，涵盖

代汉语的实际情况 在

中以所研

的动词

键词

CCL

CCL

刊 杂志 文
体分析动
尽性检索，
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载全部索引句，再
词宾语的语
况，描写
律

词宾语的语

特

情况人工提

础

， 而探

，逐词

该词的

词宾语，统计每个

所选动词的

每个心理动词和

词在搭

于搜索结果将每个心理动词的几个最高频

词宾语搭

情

时的

规

词宾语列入了动

词表

研

动

五大类

语

搭

， 需确定 词的语

词分类系统，将

时空类

体类

词分

要指人

体” “眼睛”， 时
的

语

小类 频数 在

外，本文

高频搭

据语法结构

包括

五大类

人相

的各类

分类 本文参照赵春利 2006 的
体类

词，如情感类“

有生命力的动物，如“动物”

词，如“机会” 物体类指无生命的各类物体

物体和

体的属性，如“颜色” 逻辑类是表示逻辑

类即表示时间和空间的

词，如“时间” “家

示，珍惜类动词没有逻辑类

体类 物体类 逻辑类和

”

谊”，身体类“身

体类

要是

相

词，如“ 物” 属性类包括
系的

词，如“原因” 时空

据 CCL 语料

词宾语，因而在本文并未将该类

检索结果显

词列入的相

表

格中

4
珍爱类心理动词表示对人或
“爱 ”四个词

研究结果
物珍惜爱

，包括“心疼”

“爱惜” “珍惜”

例如

例1)

老婆[心疼]钱，总说 是浪费

例2)

们一定要抓住机遇，[珍惜]机遇，用好机遇

例3) 他尊重知识，[爱惜]人才
例4) 实验人员要[爱护]动物，

得虐待

伤害动物
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表格 1 珍爱类心理动词名词宾语语义类型调查结果
词语
心理动词
心疼
爱惜
珍惜
爱
总
百分比

类

体

体类

词

疼 2”， 要集中在
通过

，

[+ 值高]特
“心疼”对
词
如亲属

中

词

最广，

时空

总

，

是

体类

词和

词 四个动词中， 词宾语
是“爱

词

”和“爱惜”，前者的

词宾语数量最少的是“心

词中

词宾语， 们发

有[+难得到]

体类

者以物体类

体类和物体类

察检索到的

词，

属性

要是时间

分布范围

[+弱势] [+易损害] [+亲密
体类

词宾语以

是少量的时空类

数量最多的是“珍惜”，语
词宾语以

物体

64
42
2
108
100
56
104
12
272
254
497
188
34
187
1160
569
3
229
8
809
987
556
563
32
209
2349
42.0% 23．7% 24．0% 1．4% 8．9%

由 表可知， 类动词的
物体类 词，最

体

系]的特

珍爱类心理动词的

的 体类

[+易失去]特

的

词宾语包括

词， 有[+易损耗]特

体类

词，以

符

有
的物

[+易失去]

的时间类 词
词宾语的语
体类

物体类

词

词

选择限制程度较高， 词宾语以

说话人之间

有[+易损耗]

[+

有[+亲密
值高]的语

体类和物体类

系]，表示疼爱
特

，表示舍

心某人，
得，如

物 食物等
外， 有[+ 值高] [+易失去]特 的时间 词 能 “心疼”搭
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，虽然频数
例5) 鹿

如

他类词高

例如

[心疼]儿子，想让他长得更壮实一些

例6) 礼太小了送

出去，礼太大了又[心疼]钱

例7) 她非常[心疼]失去的时间
“爱 ”的
个语

[+脆弱]
类

词搭

词宾语以述人类
特

，前者

的

少一个

有[+脆弱]

[+

“爱

的动物， 有[+脆弱]的特
易损耗]的特

词

些

“爱

”

词

能

值高]的语
” 物体类

有[+ 献者] [+

体类中的身体类
特

，

词搭

系]
词和动物

者是一些珍稀或弱小

时， 词

有[+ 共] [+

例如

例8) 他敬重领导，关心

级，[爱护]部属，热爱人民

例9) 广大干部和群众要像[爱护]眼睛一样，珍视民族团结和社会稳定
例10)内地
“爱

”一

重于对[+脆弱]

香港学生进行[爱护]水资源环保交流活动
，“爱惜”能
物的

大量述人类

词和身体类

，“爱惜”侧重于对[+ 值高]

词搭

，但“爱

”侧

物的珍惜

，例如

[+脆弱]

[+ 值高]

例11)要尊重和[爱惜]人才，广泛发掘和使用人才
“爱惜” 物体类

词搭

时， 词

有 [+易损耗]

的特 ，例如
例12)李先生[爱惜]新买的雨衣，舍
例13)一些年轻工人
“珍惜”能
而

他

到]的特 ，符

[爱惜]粮食，吃剩的馒头乱扔

大量机遇类

个心理动词都
“珍惜”对

得在旅行中穿

能

词搭
类

，表示对稀少
词搭

词宾语的语

难得的

机遇类

要求

词

物的珍重和爱惜，

有[+易失去] [+难得

有 [+脆弱]或[+易损耗]的特
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， 符 “爱
词搭

” “爱惜”对

词宾语的语

要求

理，“珍惜” 能和动物类

例如

例14)

们一定要抓住机遇，[珍惜]机遇，用好机遇

外，“珍惜” 能

大量时间类

词和自然资源类

词搭

，例如

例15)巴老是一位十分[珍惜]时间的人
“爱

” “爱惜” “珍惜”都有少量声誉类

[+难得到]
弱的

个语

[+易失去]

物，“爱惜”强调爱

而“珍惜”的宾语

特

，但

词搭

，声誉类

“爱

词侧重点

珍惜脆弱的声誉，“珍惜”强调

有[+难得到]

[+易失去]的特

词符

[+脆弱]

”强调

物的珍贵

脆

难得，因

例如

例16)国有商店要[爱护]自己“信得过”的声誉
例17)在社会
例18)获得

稍有
人

据 CCL 语料
况通过以

就的人，稍有地位的人，都懂得[爱惜]他们的

会的奖

是第一次，因此十分[珍惜]

搜索结果，

们将珍爱类心理动词

誉

一荣誉
词宾语的搭

情

两表呈
表格 2 珍爱类心理动词名词宾语语义小类分布表

词语 类
心理动词
心疼

体类
述人 59.2%

爱

述人 52.0%
身体 12.9%

爱惜

身体 21.8%
述人 19.5%
身体 9.9%

珍惜

体类

物体类

物 26.8%
食物 6.5%
物品 5.5%
物 11.5%
自然资源
9.6%
食物 10.4%
物品 8.5%
机 遇 自然资源
20.1%
13.0%

属性
类

逻辑
类

时空
类
时 间
1.8%

时 间
4.4%
时 间
14.5%
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表格 3 珍爱类心理动词名词宾语高频搭配词表
心理动词
心疼 2
词语 类
体
孩子 眼睛

爱

爱惜

人才

动物 人才

珍惜

生命
誉

身体

生命

体
物体
时空

钱

物

机遇 机会
荣誉
果
资源
时间 时

粮食
阴 时间

5 词语搭配教学建议

学生使用心理动词的偏误 要表
面的问题

词混用 动

刘博, 2008; 周慧莲, 2012; 陈氏和, 2012

在汉语教学中首

该

据动

搭

语

限制度

搭

改善

偏误等语

一情况，本文认

词宾语语

集中度确定教

学重点，以便进行分层教学，减少学生使用心理动词的偏误
频搭

作

语块进行整体教学，以提高教学效率，增强记

积累到一定程度

时

方

， 将动
最

高

，在词语搭

总结并复

5.1 确定教学重点，进行分层教学
动词对

词宾语

有语

限制，是动

察

词宾语的语

特

能

符

要求的某一个

语

特

， 们发

搭

某些动词对
词

呈

多

的

词宾语的语

固定的动

搭

本原因 通过

限制程度很高，

本文研

的珍惜类
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词均

属于

一类动词， 他类动词中

敲”表示“斟

句， 复琢磨”， 决定了

固定搭 “推敲诗句” 有的动词的动
特

在的

的一类或两类

词搭

易损耗] [+ 值高] 的特

词宾语语

范围广泛语

，例如本文研
有的动词能

词宾语
语

多

高频搭

外，利用语
理论层面

许多

利于学生在宏

词， 而形
符

某些语

词宾语多

，对

词宾语的语

有[+
限

特意教学，因

限制程度较高的动词，教师

进行词块教学，加深学生记

学生了解动
符

汉语作

搭

搭

语

帮助学生理清

该说明语
限制程度一

复杂的语

词宾语的语

特

的深层理据， 养学生有意识地

一种意

语言重意

词

限
限制
语

轻形式的特点，有

得汉语思维方式

词宾语语

集中度是指心理动词的

况集中 是分散 了解

宾语

类

词宾语语
词宾语语

词宾语语

词宾语分布在一类

集中度有助于在心理动词搭

点， 而进行分层教学 本文认

的心理动词

词搭

限制度给学生分析心理动词对

角度思考动 搭

动词分

句类

的珍惜类动词的

般的动词，在学生使用中最易混淆而出错，教师

情况，可以

能是

限制度一般，能

限制程度较低的动词，教师

， 易出错 对于语

限制的情况，并给

制条

，例如思考类动词“推

”

制较低，例如“
对于

搭

种固定搭

，

词宾语语

是几类，分布情

教学中明确教学重

集中度的角度，可以将心理

集中度较高的心理动词

词宾语语

集中度适中

集中度较低的心理动词

集中度较高的心理动词,

词宾语

词宾语分布比较单一，规律性较强 例如“心疼”和“爱

要集中于一两个语
” 要

体类

类，
词和
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物体类

词搭

，如“心疼孩子”

语语

集中度中等的心理动词的

散在

他语

语

类分别处理 首

词宾语
在
多

作

的语
词搭

他类

类中，如“
，使用中

类动词的语

特

词宾语

词宾语语
” 由于

易出错，因而

限制和语

“爱

些心理动词在搭

物”

词宾

类，少部分分

教学时
词语

针对

类可以作

要集中在机遇类 时间类和自然资

词中有少许分布，

教学重点

动物”

， 些宾语数量分布多的

教学的重点，例如“珍惜”的

源类，在身体类和

“爱

词宾语绝大多数分布于几个语

类中，例如“爱惜”和“珍惜”

词宾语的
搭

“心疼钱”

机遇类 时间类和自然资源类

集中度较低的心理动词的

词宾语分散

词宾语分布较分散， 类心理动词能
作

许

重点进行教学 表格 4 展示了珍惜

小类集中度情况

表格 4 珍惜类动词搭配教学重点
动词
心疼
爱

爱惜

珍惜

词宾语语
述人类
物类
述人类
身体类
动物类
物类
身体类
述人类
食物类
机遇类
自然资源类
时间类

小类

词宾语语 特
[+亲密 系]
[+易损耗，+ 值高]
[+
系，+ 献者]
[+脆弱，+ 值高]
[+脆弱]
[+ 共, +易损耗]
[+脆弱，+ 值高]
[+ 值高]
[+易损耗]
[+易失去，+难得到，-脆弱，-易损耗]
[+易损耗]
[+ 值高，+易失去]

5.2 动名高频搭配语块输入教学
使用并选择语言
一

性选

词语搭

料时，人们常常采用

序列，而非

语选择原则

idiom principle ，即

据句法框架的限制进行逐词填空 open-choice
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principle) (Sinclair,1991 卫乃

，2002)

据 一原理，将动

块,即 lexical chunk 进行整体教学，无疑能够提高词语学
过对 CCL 语料

的

情况进行了逐词
搭

词表，

出每个心理动词的几个最高频

语

词宾语的语
词宾语列入动

搭
高频

表3

对教师来说，有些心理动词语
度一般

语

采用动

高频搭

语

作

的效率和降低偏误 通

尽性搜索，本文对珍惜类心理动词
，提

高频搭

类集中度

够明晰或

一般的动词相

在易混词，尤

是语

之间极易混淆，给教学造

限制程

一定困难

整体教学的方法简便易行， 能够提高教学效率 对学生来说，

难以完全理解或

分几个词的差异，学

并记

高频搭

词在一定程度

能够降低使用偏误 例如“珍惜”和“爱惜”

有相

分，但

词宾语，如，“珍惜机遇” “爱惜

誉”，

方

在

能相

替换的高频搭

一角度说明可以辅助学生更好地

的词素， 语

较难进行

分两词

5.3 积累与复习
词语搭
，教师

教学过程中

尤

引导学生记录学

类“词 ”可以

注意积累
过的搭

据话题来设计，

较，例如表格 5 展示了“时间”话题
表格 5
时 珍惜时间
间
浪费时间
花时间
没

有时

复

，尤

是中高级水

，例如制作学生自

学

的“词语搭

词或易混词可以记录在

一话题

的“动词+时间” “动词+时候”的搭
时间

Cherish the time
Waste time
spend time to do
something
(don’t) have time

者 首
词

”

以示比
情况

搭配词典
时
候

小时候
...的时候
时候？
有时候

childhood
When...
When/what tie?
Sometimes
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间
外，汉语学
语料

设计

者达到一定水

，例如

词动词，要求学生填入
等 教师

以

尤

CCL 语料

a b，将句子
确词语

可利用某些学

他

网站设计

注重复

包括
游

搭

积累 教师可以利用
中提

出来

去

键

词 判断搭

是否

法

，例如 Quizlet 等

a. 为了保护脆弱的生态环境，青藏铁路建设者________西藏的一草一木
b. 年轻人要养

________粮食，________劳动果实的好习惯
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Effects of Synesthesia on Learning Chinese: A Personal Reflection
Linus Morales
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Introduction
I remember going to math every day as an elementary school student and starting class
with a timed ten-by-ten sheet of math problems. I always dreaded the exercise, and when time
was up, my paper’s large amount of unfinished problems was a fairly accurate reflection of my
poor math skills at the time. Although the idea that seven times seven equaled forty-nine was
difficult for me to remember, I did remember that yellow times yellow equaled orange-pink. I
remembered that green plus green equaled orange, and that white times any number was the
other number. My initials were green, purple and yellow, and I always knew that my mother had
to go to work on brown and pink days of the week. I would later learn in high school that the
colors I saw were not random, and not learned, but indications of a neurological condition called
grapheme-color synesthesia.

Around the time I first learned about synesthesia, I had already been studying the Chinese
language for two years. From that point on, I began to reflect on my synesthesia in regards to
how I learn, and discovered that the Chinese characters I had been studying also had colors of
their own. Since then, I have been studying the effects of grapheme-color synesthesia on my
learning, specifically in regards to Chinese characters. While studying the language, I asked
myself what rules my color associations followed, and took note of my color perceptions as I
learned more and more Chinese characters. The purpose of this paper is to share my findings on
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the effects of grapheme-color synesthesia on Chinese characters as an L2 speaker of the Chinese
language.
What is Grapheme-Color Synesthesia?
As explained by Cytowic and Eagleman (2009), one of the many types of synesthesia is
grapheme-color synesthesia, in which one perceives letters or numbers with color. For example,
a grapheme-color synesthete could perceive the number 7 as green or the letter g as purple. In my
case, I see colors in numbers, letters, days of the week and months of the year. The colors each
synesthete sees is unique to the individual. Allison, Baron-Cohen and Johnson (2013) mention in
their chapter in the Oxford Handbook of Synesthesia on the constancy of synesthetes’ crosssensory associations that, “genuine synesthesia does not arise voluntarily, nor is it learned
through training, acquired through drug use or induced (solely) by any neurological pathology”
(p. 3-4). Allison et al. go on to explain that the genuineness of a synesthete is generally measured
by consistency of color perception over a period of time. If a synesthete’s letter c is blue, it will
tend to be blue throughout the synesthete’s life (Allison et al., 2013, p. 5-6).
Methodology
Before my freshman year of college, my understanding of my synesthesia and its effects
on my perception of the Chinese language was limited. Since then, I have researched
neuroscientists and linguists who have studied and explored this intriguing condition. In order to
better reflect on and analyze my perception of Chinese characters, I systematically reviewed each
character of the of the Hànyǔ Shuǐpíng Kǎoshì (HSK) exams level one through three, taking
notes on the colors I saw, or did not see, for each character. I rated each character on a scale of
one to three, one being a weak perception of color and three being a strong perception of color. I
also took notes on consistencies and inconsistencies in the colors that characters had. Using these
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gathered data along with my general understanding of my synesthesia, I was able to find
interesting occurrences and factors that contribute to my perception of color with Chinese
characters.
English Alphabet Colors vs Pinyin Alphabet Colors
As I have come to learn from discussions with other synesthetes, perceived synesthetic
colors are unique to the individual. For clarification, it is necessary to add a detailed account of
my personal synesthetic color associations. Table I provides a detailed account of the letters in
the English alphabet and how I perceive each one. I have attempted to color each letter as closely
as I can to match my own perception.
Table I
The Colors I Perceive in the English Alphabet
Letter
Color

A
red

B
brown

Letter
Color

N
yellow

O
white

C
light
green
P
purple

D
brown

E
black

F
pink

Q
cyan

R
pink

S
blue

G
light
green
T
purple

H
brown

I
white

J
purple

K
brown

L
green

M
yellow

U
pink

V
gray

W
white

X
black

Y
white

Z
gray

The colors I see in letters used in the English alphabet transpose to the Pinyin
Romanization of Chinese characters. The colors of letters in the English alphabet match their
Pinyin counterparts almost exactly, except for the case of the letters q and x. I have found that
differences in pronunciation between the English and Pinyin writing systems result in a change
of color. The first letter that produces this change in color is x. The pronunciation of the letter x
is normally a ks sound in English. The Pinyin system, however, utilizes x to represent a phoneme
similar in sound to the English letter s. Because the letter x is black and the letter s is blue, the
letter x as used in the Pinyin system is dark blue, a combination of the color blue with a dark
shading. The same phenomenon appears to occur with the letter q. The letter q is used to
represent phoneme similar in sound to the English letter(s) ch. Because the letter q is cyan and
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the letter c is green, the letter q as used in the Pinyin system is a light green color, a sort of
combination of the two. This finding shows that differences in pronunciation for the same letter
as used in English and as used in Chinese can cause a “blending” of colors. Table II provides a
detailed account of colors I perceive in the English alphabet compared to the colors I perceive in
the Pinyin alphabet.
Table II
English Alphabet Colors vs Pinyin Alphabet Colors
English B
P
M
F
D
T
N
L
Z
C
S
J
Q
X
Pinyin B
Q* X*
P
M
F
D
T
N
L
Z
C
S
J
English Zh Ch Sh G
K
H
Ng W
Y
A
E
I
O
U
Pinyin Zh Ch Sh G
K
H
Ng W
Y
A
E
I
O
U
*The only major differences in color between the two alphabets are shown in the letters q and
x, which are light green and dark blue, respectively.
Factors That Affect My Perception of Color with Chinese Characters
Degree of Familiarity
From notes taken on characters from HSK levels one through three and from general
observations made while studying characters, I have noticed that the longer I study a character,
the stronger its color association becomes. HSK level one had significantly more strongly
colored characters than HSK level two, and HSK level three the fewest amount of strongly
colored characters. This relationship shows that degree of familiarity is directly related to the
strength of colors I perceive with characters. Simple and frequently used characters that I have
studied since I first began learning Chinese such as 你 (you), 好 (good) and 是 (to be), have
much more prominent colors than characters I have only known and studied for a few months,
such as 省 (province) and 鼠 (mouse), which have fainter colors. I have noticed that with time
the colors of characters that were originally weakly or faintly colored appear strongly or boldly
colored after only a few months of studying, in general.
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Coloring Based on Pronunciation
My perception of colors with Chinese characters is largely based on the letters used in the
Pinyin Romanization system. Predominately, the colors of the letters that compose each one
syllable character create the colors that I see with Chinese characters. For example, my letter n is
yellow. Characters that are written with an n in the Pinyin system are also yellow (e.g. 你
appears yellow because it is spelled nǐ). Letter placement in the context of the syllable also plays
a role in my color perception. Characters usually have one dominant color, which is normally
assigned by the initial letter, whether it is a consonant or a vowel. For example, the character for
cuisine (菜 cài) is composed of three letters, c which is green, a which is red and i which is
white. Although this character is written with three different letters, the green c is the component
that colors the character because it is the initial letter and therefore has dominance. The same
goes for a character that begins with a vowel, such as the word for love (爱 ài) which I perceive
as the color red due to its red letter a. One inconsistency to this phenomenon occurs when final
letters include brightly colored letters. Specifically, the letter n, which is yellow, has much more
a role in coloring a character when it is in the final position. I assume that this phenomenon is
due to the high level of brightness of the color yellow. Whereas a character such as 不 (bù) is not
colored by the final u, which is a dull pink color and is almost completely dominated by the
initial brown letter b, a character such as 点 (diǎn) is colored more so by its initial letter and final
letter together due to the brightness and consequent prominence of n.
Coloring Based on Radicals and Components
Radicals and components also play a certain role in how my synesthesia colors the
Chinese characters I see. If I have never learned the pronunciation of a character, I do not know
the Pinyin and the subsequent color to associate the character with. The only exception to this
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case is when a character I do not know composes a radical or component that I do know. The
color of that radical or component is therefore transferred to the entire character, regardless of its
actual spelling and pronunciation. For example, if I do not recognize the character 霉, I may
recognize one or both of the two components, 雨 and 每. If, for example, I recognize the 每
component, which is yellow, the unknown 霉 character is automatically colored yellow. In the
case when I recognize both radicals or components, I perceive both colors; however, the
dispersion of multiple colors from radicals or components is not always even. Components that
change form when used as radicals tend not to transpose their original colors. For example, the
刀 radical, which is normally brown, sometimes changes its form to 刂 when used as a
component of a character. Although 刀 is brown, characters such as 刚 (gāng) or 别 (bié) do not
appear brown due to the altered 刂 form. One interesting miscellaneous finding is that the 口
(kǒu) radical, which is normally brown in color, changes its color to white when used as a radical
component. For example, the character 哪 (nǎ) appears yellow and red due to the letters n and a,
but also appears white due to the 口 radical. It seems that the 口 radical appears white when used
as radical component because it resembles the letter o, which is white. When 口 appears next to
other components, as in the case of 哪, I subconsciously perceive the radical as the letter o as if it
were written out as a word in English.
Color Based on Similarly Shaped Characters
Characters that are shaped similarly are usually colored by the character that I learn first.
Similar to the case of radicals, the first form I learn is the one that is dominant. For example, the
character 日 (rì) is pink due to the spelling’s pink letter r. 日 appears similar in shape to the
character 曰 (yuē). Because I learned the character and therefore color of 日 first, 曰 appears the
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color of 日. Despite 曰’s actual Pinyin spelling, the character is overridden by 日’s color. This
phenomenon can create some confusion when trying to learn new characters that are similar in
shape to characters I have already learned. I will frequently accidently read 曰 with 日’s
pronunciation because both appear pink.
Coloring from Word Definition
There are some instances in which characters are colored by neither Pinyin spelling nor
radicals or components. In these instances, colors that I strongly associate with the definitions of
characters override the normal letter or radical coloring. For example, the character for rice (米)
appears white because I visualize rice as white. The same occurs with the characters for hot (热)
and fire (火), which appear both red and orange. Because I strongly associate certain
characteristics and colors with certain words, some characters are overridden by these
connections. So far, I have not been able to find any consistency to explain why certain
characters are colored by their meaning, and why others are not. It may be the case that more
basic or elementary-level nouns tend to show this pattern. Words for simple nouns tend to be
affected by this type of character-coloring association, rather than more abstract nouns or verbs.
Color Words
Similar to coloring from word definitions, characters for color appear as the colors they
describe. Most of my color words such as red, green and purple, take on the colors they describe
despite their spellings. The character for red (红) is red, the character for orange (橙) is orange,
the character for yellow (黄) is yellow, and so on. In regards to basic “crayon box colors,” the
only exception to this pattern is the character for blue (蓝), which appears green. Lesser used
colors such as silver, gold and gray are not affected by this phenomenon.
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Coloring from Numerals
Chinese numeral colors represent their own case in color association. In my synesthesia,
Arabic numerals one through nine have their own distinct colors separate from their spellings.
The perceived colors of my Arabic numerals then transpose into characters for numerals in
Chinese. It is interesting that Chinese numerals one through five take on the colors of my Arabic
numerals, but numbers six through nine take on the colors of their Pinyin spellings. Table III
compares my Arabic numeral colors with my Chinese numeral colors.
Table III
The Colors I Perceive in Arabic numerals vs the Colors I Perceive in Chinese Numerals
Arabic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
Numerals
Chinese
一
二
三
四
五
六
七
八
九
〇
Numerals
Note. 六, 七, 八 and 九 are colored due to there spellings liù, qī, bā and jiǔ. See Table II for
corresponding color associations.

Effects of Synesthesia On My Learning
Grapheme-color synesthesia has helped me to study and memorize Chinese characters.
The condition allows me to remember pronunciations for characters based on their colors, which
manifest the more I study. Perceiving Chinese characters with colors has greatly helped me to
learn and memorize pronunciations. At times, I forget the pronunciation of a character, but still
see its color, which helps me to remember the pronunciation. Say, for example, I forget how to
pronounce the character 变 (biàn). Although I have forgotten the character’s pronunciation, I
have learned in the past that 变 is brown, red and yellow, which can give me a hint as to its
pronunciation. However, with advantages come certain disadvantages. This color association
does, at times, hinder my ability to learn new characters. Radicals sometimes create new colors
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for characters I have not learned yet. This can lead to confusion when learning new characters
and their pronunciations. For example, the character 野 (yě) contains the 里 (lǐ) radical, which is
green due to the letter l. Despite 野’s real spelling, this character is colored green due to its
radical component. Consequently, I sometimes pronounce this character incorrectly as li rather
than ye. Similarly colored letters can also lead to confusion. For example, in my synesthesia the
letters m and n are both yellow. I find myself sometimes pronouncing characters with m initials
as n initials and vice versa. The same confusion occurs in the letters w and y, which are both
white.
I am proud to have this perspective on Chinese characters. Although it can sometimes
prove to be an inconvenience, hard work through studying allows me to overcome these
boundaries sometimes created by the condition. Studying is ever critical for me to learn the
Chinese language. In all, synesthesia has given me a unique perspective on the Chinese
language. Many scientists have researched synesthesia and its effects, but at the same time the
number of studies on synesthesia in L2 Chinese speakers is relatively small, and require more
research to help discover and understand the potential of this fascinating condition.
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Taguchi, N., & Sykes, J. M. (Eds.). (2013). Technology in interlanguage pragmatics research
and teaching (Vol. 36). Philadelphia, PA: John Benjamins Publishing.
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This collective volume primarily presents works on second language (L2) pragmatics
research, teaching and assessment using various technology-mediated instruments. The main body
consists of ten empirical studies (Chapters 2 to 10, two studies in Chapter 2) that fall into two parts:
Part I (Chapters 2 to 6) and Part II (Chapters 7-10). Part I exhibits the implementation of technological
tools in L2 pragmatics research and Part II addresses the application of technology to teaching and
assessment. The results of the ten studies illustrate the purpose (Chapter 1) of this book, that is, to
enrich our understanding of interlanguage pragmatics (ILP) through the lens of technological
instruments employed in L2 pragmatics research, teaching, and assessment.
The first two studies (Chapter 2 and 3) introduce the utilization of computer-mediated
techniques in L2 pragmatics research. Taguchi (Chapter 2) presented two examples of adopting
technological tools in listening comprehension tasks among L2 learners of English. She used two
programs, PsyScope and SuperLab Pro, to capture learners’ response times for comprehension of
conversational implicatures. These two studies expanded the measurement of pragmatic
comprehension from accuracy to response speed (recorded as response times), which provides
researchers new insights into the levels of processing load that is required to understand pragmatic
meanings in implicature.
With a focus on the amount of pragmatics practice, Li (Chapter 3) computerized instructional
materials on the software Revolution to investigate how many instances of pragmatics practice (input-
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based and output-based practice) needed to promote accuracy and speed in recognition and production
of requests in L2 Chinese. Participants’ outcome was evaluated by a computerized Pragmatic
Listening Judgment Task (PLJT) and an Oral Discourse Completion Task (ODCT). The findings
showed that regardless of the modality of practice, four instances of pragmatics practice were
sufficient for the treatment group to outperform the control group in the production performance,
while more than eight instances were needed to improve the speed performance.
In addition to computerized programs and tasks, virtual environments provide another
platform for L2 pragmatics research. Sykes (Chapter 4) explored the efficacy of Croquelandia, a
synthetic immersive environment (SIE), in improving learners’ ability to perform L2 Spanish
apologies. Participants interacted with the non-player characters to apologize and received feedback
from the in-game tips and tricks. The pre- and post-Discourse Completion Tasks (DCTs) revealed that
participants shifted their apology strategies from the speaker-oriented to the hearer-oriented
perspective, which approximated the native speakers’ norms. In another study (Chapter 5), González
demonstrated the effectiveness of text-based synchronous computer-mediated communication
(SCMC) in developing pragmatic skills. She documented one L2 Spanish learner’s interaction with
native speakers on Livemocha, an online social network site. The analysis of conversation closings
showed that the learner improved on the use of politeness strategies at leave-taking over one academic
year.
Chapter 6 introduces corpus-based techniques in L2 pragmatics research. Urzúa used the
corpus of Learner Corpus of Academic English at the University of Texas at EI Paso (ULCAE), which
includes different types of essays generated by L2 English learners. Drawing on part of this corpus,
Urzúa traced a group of learners’ developmental patterns in the use of self-positioning strategies in L2
English writing. The frequency analysis of first and second person subject pronouns found that
learners made great progress on pronominal choice as learners moved from one course level to the
next.
In Chapter 7, Holden and Sykes investigated the effects of feedback via a place-based mobile
game, Mentira, on L2 Spanish pragmatics learning. This digital gaming environment provides learners
with four individualized, complex pragmatic feedback, i.e., game feedback, environmental feedback,
peer feedback, and instructor feedback. The analysis of the gameplay data, interviews, and the in-class
instruction demonstrated that the four types of feedback are valuable resources for pragmatic
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development. As a pioneering study, it also sheds light on the design and the use of the in-game
feedback for future research.
Chapter 8 by Takamiya and Ishihara addressed the utilization of blogging in L2 pragmatics
teaching. The study focused on pragmatic development of refusal by an advanced American learner of
Japanese via blogging with native speakers in Japan. The triangulated data included the interaction in
blogs and the audio-recording face-to-face instruction of speech acts. The analysis discovered that the
cross-cultural interaction via blogging facilitated the development of both pragmatic awareness and
production.
Shifting from L2 pragmatics research and teaching, the last two chapters introduce the use of
technology in L2 pragmatics testing (Chapter 9) and L2 writing assessment (Chapter10). Drawing on
data from a web-based test of L2 pragmatics, Rover (Chapter 9) analyzed test taker’s computer
familiarity, their use of vocabulary assistance, and answer times. The results demonstrated the
practicality and validity of using computer-based tests (CBT) in L2 pragmatics testing. Compared with
paper-and-pencil testing, CBT affords advantages with regard to test design, test delivery, scoring and
data analysis.
In the final chapter, Zhao and Kaufer (Chapter 10) applied a text-visualization and genre
analysis software, DocuScope, to L2 classroom teaching and writing assessment in China. DocuScope
was originally developed for composition classification according to 17 projected pragmatic functional
clusters. Each cluster has its specific function and become active when a text includes the words or
phases under that cluster. This study expanded the use of the software to L2 writing assessment for
three genres (description, narration, and information). Learners uploaded their essays to DocuScope.
Then DocuScope immediately compiled assessment results of the three genres by analyzing the
pragmatic functions in each genre. The valid assessment results demonstrated the potential application
of DocuScope as a pragmatic assessment tool for L2 writing.
In the closing words, Cohen urged researchers, instructors, and learners to become aware of
the new options provided by technologies in pragmatics research and teaching. In the prologue, the
two editors highlighted the advancement of technology in the areas of ILP research and teaching. For
the future research, they called for more types of instruments (e.g., recorded responses, eye-tracking,
and mobile apps) for data collection and analysis. They also called attention to four digital-mediated
environments for L2 pragmatics teaching and learning: online authorship, social networking, mobile
experiences, and digital games. Finally, they encouraged researchers and practitioners to expand their
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pragmatic repertoires and areas of inquiry via digital tools to take a full advantage of technological
capacities in L2 pragmatics research and teaching.
This volume introduces several ways of incorporating technology into L2 pragmatics research
and teaching; however, the book did not address data-driven instruction in L2 pragmatics teaching.
The paucity of authentic instructional materials and practice is one of the weaknesses in L2 pragmatics
teaching, particularly, in foreign language teaching. Technology may play an important role in
providing authentic materials and an authentic environment for practice. For example, computermediated communication (CMC) allows learners to interact with native speakers or peer learners for
practice. Meanwhile the communication between these users can serve as sources for instructional
materials. This data-driven instruction has advantages in drawing learners’ attention to the use of
specific pragmatic features in an authentic communicative environment.
As is shown in this volume, technology affords many advantages in data collection, data
management, data analysis, language teaching, and assessment. For instance, the virtual environments
can provide learners with authentic communicative environments and give just-in-time, personalized
feedback (e.g., Sykes, 2009; Sykes, Reinhardt, & Thorne, 2010). The two studies (Chapters 4 and 7) in
this volume are in line with this increasing interest in learning pragmatics via virtual spaces. However,
the improvement of pragmatic development revealed in both studies was marginal. Additionally, these
studies primarily focused on description about pragmatic development over a period of time of
virtually immersive experience. Few explanations have been discussed for the development and nondevelopment of the pragmatic features. It leads to an important question: what aspects of pragmatic
development can benefit from technology-enhanced learning? Our knowledge about the relationship
between the development of pragmatic competence and technology-based instruments is still
insufficient. Results revealed in the studies in this volume vary: some studies show marked
improvement with the pragmatic features, while others indicated marginal enhancement. This
collective volume can serve as a cornerstone for future exploration in response to the inquiries on the
benefits of using technology in L2 pragmatics research and teaching,
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Queering Chinese Comrades!
Audrey Tse
Student Advisor: Elisabeth Kaske
Carnegie Mellon University

I. Tongzhi and Queer
In the past two decades, tongzhi (同志) culture, activism, and identity have increased its
presence in mainstream China despite institutional discrimination. In contrast with the term
‘homosexuality’ (同性恋), which has a clinical connotation, tongzhi, like ‘gay and lesbian’ or
‘queer’, is used for self-identification. Tongzhi’s etymological root in the Communist and
Nationalist Party struggles during the mid-twentieth century results in a term that embodies
positive cultural references, gender neutrality, and desexualization while undermining the stigma
of homosexuality.1 The first vernacular use of the word tongzhi, meaning comrade, to describe
Chinese queer, LGBT, and non-heterosexual individuals was in 1989. It was wittingly
appropriated from the Communist Party’s rhetoric for use at the first Lesbian and Gay Film
Festival in Hong Kong, when the playwright Edward Lam referred to the festival as the Tongzhi
Film Festival. 2 Since then, the term tongzhi has been widely used to signify non-normative
genders and sexualities in the Chinese context, and functions similarly to the English term
‘queer’.
In this article, I will argue that the work of Cui Zi’en, a prominent activist and film
director, supports a universalist application of queer theory in China that encourages a global

1

Hinsch, Brett, Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual Tradition in China, (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press,1990)

2

Travis S. K. Kong, Chinese Male Homosexualities: Memba, Tongzhi and Golden Boy (London: Volume 52 of
Routledge Contemporary China Series, 2010), 14.
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queer citizenship. I will first give a brief introduction of queer theory, then I will discuss the
applicability, merits, and uncertainties of using ‘Western’ queer theory as a way to understand
China’s tongzhi culture within a domestic and international context. There is a wide-stretching
spectrum of arguments regarding the universalism and anti-universalism of queer theory, and its
conceivably colonialist connotations. While some argue that queer theory is a Western creation,
based on Western concepts and structures, and therefore cannot be applied to China’s unique
homosexual history, others, on the contrary, insist that queer theory is meant to fluidly mold
according to national and cultural contexts whilst being hyper-conscious of hegemonic power
systems.3 I make an appeal for a universalist application of queer theory that places Chinese
tongzhis as queer global citizens that are not to be regarded as representatives of Western
hegemony. The use of queer theory to critique the ideas of gender construction in Cui’s films
will allow for a process of inquiry that both elucidates Cui’s support for queer theory in his films
and literature, and supports that China and queer theory can mutually benefit from each other.

It is my hopes that the reader will part with a sense of excitement towards the possibilities
of Chinese queer art, and anticipation for the path that Chinese queer art, cinema, and cultural
content will take in the next few decades.

II. Unraveling Queer Theory in China: Does China Need Queer Theory, Or Does Queer
Theory Need China?

“Queer is by definition whatever is at odds with the normal, the legitimate, the dominant.
There is nothing in particular to which it necessarily refers. It is an identity without an
essence. 'Queer' then, demarcates not a positivity but a positionality vis-à-vis the
normative.”4
-David Halperin (1997)
3

Petrus Liu, and Lisa Rofel, Beyond the strai(gh)ts : transnationalism and queer Chinese politics, (Durham, N.C:
Duke University Press, 2010).

4

David M. Halperin, Saint Foucault: Towards a Gay Hagiography, (Oxford University Press, 1997), 62.
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David Halperin wrote the well-encapsulated definition, stated above, of the wide
spectrum ‘queer’ encompasses in his 1997 work, Saint Foucault: Towards a Gay Hagiography.
Halperin makes the point to emphasize that queer is innately a nebulous term in which the
marginalized and underrepresented are positioned in relation to the normative. Queer theory can
be defined as a backlash to centuries of heteronormativity in which ‘queer’ acts were suppressed
and violently rejected. I will first discuss the ideas of queer theory, and then I will examine the
anti-universalist arguments of select scholars who refuse to accept the universal application of
queer theory in China because they see it purely theory based on Western constructs and history.
However, I argue that queer theory should be universally applied, and that there is a growing
amount of Chinese queer artists who encourage this application.
Let’s Talk Queer Theory

Queer theory bases itself on the fact that gender and sexuality definitions are all socially
constructed, and through this lens, it aims to expand its focus to include any sexual activity and
identity that fall into normative/deviant categories. The most valuable aspect of queer theory is
that it recognizes the heterosexual/homosexual binary sex system as a hegemonic power regime
in which rigid psychological and social boundaries inevitably give rise to systems of dominance
and hierarchical organization.5 Queer theory builds categories such as gender, race and class as a
multi-policy that renders identity permanently open, hybrid and fluid, which in turn supports
transnational coalition-building very much based on a politics of difference. 6 The hybridity of
queer theory allows it to reconsider all the facets that create identity such as gender, race, and
class, and in the process, is strengthened when applied to cultural contexts around the world.

Cultural anthropology and post-colonial studies are therefore useful tools to fully
understand queer theory and modern sexual cultures in Asia. We have to take into account
factors such as colonial histories, traditions and religions, the growing affluences of most Asian

5

Wenqing Kang, Obsession: Male Same-Sex Relations in China, 1900-1950 (Queer Asia) (Hong Kong: Hong Kong
University Press, 2009), 20.

6

Kang Wenqing, Obsession, 19.
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countries, and the (de)colonization strategies of the states. All these factors play crucial roles in
shaping ideas about gender, sex, and sexuality, and all possible forms of sexual expression (e.g.,
dating, romance, premarital sex, virginity, abortion, divorce, birth control, homosexuality,
pornography, prostitution) under the whole process of globalization and decolonization. 7 New
modes of communication have given unprecedented levels of exposure to Asia’s new sexual
identities, cultures, and communities that shape and reshape the social life of a particular
country, and even shape the global processes of change that particular country experiences.
Therefore, the discussion of whether China will, or rather, should ‘import’ and integrate queer
theory into its narrative becomes a pivotal matter.

Anti-Universalist Argument: China Does Not Need Queer Theory & Ongoing tongzhi
Discussions

Several scholars have rejected the application of queer theory for PRC China, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong on the grounds that China has a unique LGBT community that cannot justifiably
be associated as “queer,” which is perceived as an exclusive description of U.S.-style sexual
politics. These scholars state that homosexuality and homophobia are imports from modern
Western culture, and that China should follow an anti-universalist stance.
Samshasha (Xiaomingxiong 小明雄, Wu Xiaoming 吳小明), a veteran Hong Kong gay
rights activist, published his Chinese-language book History of Homosexuality in China
(Zhongguo tongxingai shilu 中国同性爱史录) in 1984 that tracks the hidden history of ‘samesex love’ in China from the Zhou Dynasty (11th century BC to 221 BC) to the 1980s. Samshasha
was the first who said that ancient China had a long tradition of ‘same-sex love’, and concluded
that homosexuality existed in Chinese history but that homophobia was imported from the West,
thus appealing to anti-colonial sentiments and patriotic cultural pride – a definite rejection of a
universalist stance. Samshasha’s book was published as a response to Hong Kong’s debate over

7

Travis S. K. Kong, Chinese Male Homosexualities: Memba, Tongzhi and Golden Boy (London: Volume 52 of
Routledge Contemporary China Series, 2010), 22.
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the decriminalization of homosexuality. Hong Kong was a homophobic social environment
during the 1980s, and the general belief was that homosexuality was a disease and/or sin brought
from the West. Samshasha’s works painted a picture of Chinese homosexuality as a distinctive
culture that was ready to ‘come out’ and was determined to ‘find its own path’. 8 This implicit
essentialist conception of homosexuality partly fused into subsequent academic studies and into
local gay and lesbian movements.

Chou Wah-shan, who has done a large amount of anthropological work in both Hong
Kong and PRC China, supported this anti-universalist stance in his book 1997 Houzhimin
tongzhi 后殖民同治, which translates as The Postcolonial Tongzhi. Chou stated that Chinese
tongzhi are different from ‘gays and lesbians’ because these English-language concepts have no
equivalent in the Chinese tradition of same-sex erotic relations, which are characterized by
cultural tolerance and harmony.9 Tze-lan Sang, whose works focuses on the emergence of the
modern lesbian in Greater China from the late Qing imperial period (1600-1911) to the
Republican era (1912-1949), also argues that Western sexological writings are innately nonapplicable to the “discourses of tongxing’ai [same sex love] in Republican China.”10
Anti-universalists postulate the exceptionality of Chinese homosexuality and tongzhi
culture as a way of gaining cultural independence from Western colonizers after centuries of
domination. Petrus Liu states that, “the postulation of a longstanding ‘tolerance of same-sex
desire’ in China promises to make it analytically impervious to the universalizing pretensions of
queer theory…the idea of Chinese exceptionalism has since then come to define the field of
sexuality studies in China.” 11 However, contemporary Chinese academics and artists are
increasingly opening up to queer theory and adopting it into their works for the benefit of both

8

Mark McLelland, "Interview with Samshasha, Hong Kong's First Gay Rights Activist and Author," Intersections:
Gender, History and Culture in the Asian Context , no. 4 (2000), 44.

9

Petrus Liu, and Lisa Rofel, Beyond the strai(gh)ts : transnationalism and queer Chinese politics (Durham, N.C:
Duke University Press, 2010), 296.

10

Ibid., 298.

11

Ibid., 300.
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parties. Queer theory in China has thus resulted in a profusion of literature and art that facilitates
global dialogue on queer citizenship, forcing anti-universalists to reconsider their stance.

In Fact, Queer Theory Needs China

The ongoing discussions of queer theory universalism come down to the question of
whether China can benefit from queer theory. I argue that not only would China benefit from
queer theory, but also the development of queer theoretical discourses and queer visual art in
China strengthens queer theory as a counter-hegemonic school of thought that is able to persist
across borders. Queer theory and tongzhi culture both originated as counter-hegemonic
discourses. If the two should come together, the tongzhi movement can be used to broaden and
develop queer theory rather than emphasizing Chinese exceptionalism.

Queer theory in China is being developed as ‘ku’er lilun,’ 酷儿理论

; ‘ku’er’ is the

Chinese phonetic word for ‘queer’, followed by ‘lilun’ as the translation for theory. Academics
who support the universalist application of queer theory, like Petrus Liu and Lisa Rofel, advocate
the complete synthesis of queer theory and China, without the separation between ‘China’ and
‘queer theory’. Practicing queer theory in Chinese contexts demonstrates that critical attention to
local knowledge(s) and concerns does not immediately constitute a categorical rejection of ‘the
queer’; rather it shows that what constitutes as ‘queer’ is constantly expanding, supplemented,
and revised by what is ‘Chinese’.12 There have been steps towards institutionally recognizing
new Asian queer studies, as proved by the first International Conference of Asian Queer Studies:
Sexualities, Genders, and Rights in Asia held in Thailand in July, 2005. The conference
deliberately used the term ‘queer’ in their title to emphasize “the need to rethink queer theory in
Asian contexts, simultaneously critiquing homophobic discourses and practices in Asia and
questioning the eurocentrism of Western accounts of sexuality and gender,” meaning that the

12

Ibid. 297.
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conference acknowledged Western-centrism, but also consciously took its claims on queer theory
for Asia.13

Queer theory provides more insight to Chinese homosexuality and tongzhi culture
because it intrinsically builds post-colonial theory and discourses into its apparatuses against
social normativity and heteronormativity. For example, Ara Wilson notes two major approaches
that have emerged as what can be called ‘new Asian queer studies’. The first method is
recuperative research on indigenous non-heterosexual, non-procreative sexual practices that offer
important resources for framing queer in national or local ways. The second method uses a postcolonial critique as a way to decenter Western queer hegemony. 14 Wilson does question whether
the ‘import’ of queer culture, in all its permutations, serve to enhance or erase the indigenous,
but concludes with proposing a critical ‘queer regionalism” as a “heuristic and strategic device”
to unsettle the Western dominance within and bias of queer theory and queer studies. 15 The
contributions of canonical queer academic theory (e.g. Eve Sedgwick, Diana Fuss, Judith Butler,
Teresa de Lauretis), according to Steven Seidman’s Social Postmodernism: Beyond Identity
Politics, also provides evidence that queer theory was is and is meant to be universalist, and its
creators were extremely conscientious about post-colonial theory.16

The most intriguing and expansive discussion of queer theory and China that uses postcolonial critique is Petrus Liu’s “Why Does Queer Theory Need China?” published in 2010. I
will take on Liu’s call to begin the critical task of transforming the “signifier of ‘China’ into a
useful set of queer tools,” because, “by showing how power produces abject bodies outside
national boundaries, a queer theorist armed with an understanding of China can demonstrate that
queer theory is not an empty rhetorical game, but a concrete tool,” and that, “we will need to
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Sexualities, Genders, and Rights in Asia: 1st International Conference on Asian Queer Studies, Conference
Programme, 7-9 July 2005, Bangkok, Thailand, 2.
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construct models of transnational politics and social change.” 17 Due to the cultural and
hegemonic implications between using the word ‘tongzhi’ vs. ‘queer’, I will follow the work of
Travis S.K. Kong and consciously use the terms ‘homosexuality’, ‘lesbian and gay men’, ‘queer’
and ‘tongzhi’ interchangeably in order to highlight and suspend the theoretical discrepancies and
political tensions among them.18
III. China’s Queer Awakening: Queer Chinese Art and Cinema in New-Millennium China

“Devoid of market-driven tendencies to produce slick and seamless productions, these
recent queer films from China strive instead for a spontaneous and participatory cinema
that is honest and daring in its very imperfection…their survival depends on innovative
filming and distribution strategies and, above all, on the support of the outlawed
communities they set out to represent.”
- Michele Aaron (2004)19

Works of visual arts have the ability to capture and convey queer theory discourses in a
manner which literature cannot. In addition, visual arts are generally more available, accessible,
and understandable for the general public, thus having more potential for queer activism.
Prominent artists include Fan Popo (范坡坡), a filmmaker who documented her performance art
piece, titled New Marriage in 2009, in which two gay couples took wedding photos on Qianmen
Street at the south end of Tiananmen Square on Valentine’s Day. 20 Chi Peng (迟鹏) created the
photography series Fuck Me, a collection of photos depicting unbridled homosexual intercourse
within office landscapes. Peng’s photography series questions the public’s acceptance of

17

Petrus Liu, and Lisa Rofel, Beyond the strai(gh)ts : transnationalism and queer Chinese politics, (Durham, N.C:
Duke University Press, 2010), 316.
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Routledge Contemporary China Series, 2010), passim.
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"Fan Popo." Touring Exhibition “Secret Love on Tour,” 2012, Världskultur Museerna. Accessed August 28,
2015. http://www.varldskulturmuseerna.se/en/exhibitions/secret-love/artists/fan-popo/.
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homosexuality by displaying overt sexual acts in professional backdrops where sexual acts are
already considered taboo.21 The Gao Brothers (高氏兄弟) produce paintings, installation work,
performances, sculpture, writing, and photography among other things. Their video piece, titled
in English as Chinese Transvestites, depicts drag shows in China.22 Visual artist Wang Zi (王子)
made a collage series in 2009 titled Good Morning Comrade, inspired by President Hu Jintao’s
use of the phrase to greet the parading soldiers, that consists of repeated images of male sailors
or monks all facing one way, but with two individuals amongst the crowd kissing one another.23
Multi-media writer Lucifer Hung is another example, he wrote a multivolume science fictionfantasy saga titled "Memory Is a Chip-Tombstone” that combines, “English Gothic literature,
Anglo-American science fiction and fantasy literature and film, Chinese knight errant martialarts novels and films, Japanese anime and manga, Chinese language comics, and Internet roleplaying game (RPG) narratives.”24
It is within this scope where creative production such as film, video, photography,
paintings, and other combinations of visual art become dynamic mediums in which queer theory,
transnationalism, aesthetics, and a variety of other pressing issues are put literally, on screen or
on walls, for inspection and further inquiry into new queer Chinese studies. One may even call
this a queer artistic awakening, in which works that would have previously been perceived as
singular and autonomous are now linked towards a queer commonality.
The term ‘New Queer Chinese Cinema’ traces back to the U.S. legacy of ‘New Queer
Cinema’, a term that was used to describe the wave of independent queer films that came out in
the early 1990s. Michele Aaran summed up U.S. new queer cinema with one word: defiance,
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"SERIES: Fuck Me, 2005." ART LINK ART. Accessed August 28, 2015.
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levied at mainstream homophobic society but also at the ‘tasteful and tolerated’ gay culture that
cohabits with it.25 This positionality made it so that the queerness of U.S. new queer cinema was
aligned with its resistance to not only normative gender and sexual expressions, but also any
tendency within gay culture to assimilate.26 Similar to U.S. new queer cinema that showed such
indifference towards positive image, fixed identity, and mainstream acceptance, new queer
Chinese cinema thrives on the ambiguity of the strange. I will discuss the formation of U.S.
Queer Cinema and the death of the artistic movement, and why many film academics believe that
new queer Chinese cinema picked up where U.S. queer cinema left off.

The comparison of Chinese queer films to U.S queer films is especially relevant as many
believe that Chinese queer films are not only increasingly gaining clout and recognition, but are
also being compared to the earlier, exciting and pioneering years of U.S. queer film when queer
film was seen as an agent of change and progress. Chris Berry, a well-respected authority in
Asian films, compares Cui Zi’en’s work to the aesthetics of pre-Stonewall directors Kenneth
Anger and Jack Smith. Norman A. Spencer, who wrote “Ten Years of Queer Cinema in China”,
points out that being in Beijing during the gay and lesbian film festival cultural events (i.e.
screenings at theatres and restaurants, parties associated with the events, and other social
outings) of 2001 and 2002 felt like very similar to the exciting atmosphere of life in San
Francisco during the late 1960s when social change felt palpable.27 New queer Chinese cinema
had been introduced to the film festival circuit in the late 1990s. 28 Stanley Kwan argues in his
cinematic essay, Ying ± Yang: Gender in Chinese Cinema, that while Chinese queer films aren’t
new, the genre is, because “undercurrents of homoeroticism as well as overt play of cross-gender
expressions have appeared frequently in Chinese-language films since the early beginning of
cinema itself.”29
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B. Ruby Rich, who coined the term ‘New Queer Cinema” in the U.S., had documented
both the development and death kneel of this cinema genre, and then proceeded to pass its torch
to queer Asian cinema. Rich remarked that, “as those historical moments passed with the waning
of AIDS activism in the U.S. and Hollywood’s effective co-optation of independent filmmaking,
this cinematic wave [of U.S. queer cinema] also seems to have run its course,” but, “Asian
cinema – along with transgender cinema, documentaries, and the visual arts – represents the most
exciting current development in queer cinema.” 30 While both queer cinemas exist within
different contexts of production and reception, thematic repetitions, and aesthetic directions, both
cinemas still question the assumed ‘normality’ of heterosexuality and confront the conventional
understanding of gay sexuality and identity. The two decades of tongzhi culture now prompt selfreflection and exploration into how queers artists in China are internalizing Chinese queer film.

IV. Cui Zi’en as Queer Artist, Filmmaker, and Activist

“If I ever had a chance to publicize my theory, I would say that actually every single
person might have a sexuality of his or her own. I’m totally against the concept of sex.”
- Cui Zi’en (2004) 31
Cui Zi’en is very much a creator and participator of this queer counterculture community
through a multitude of crafts. His stance on gender and sexuality in his written work and films
are very aligned with a queer fluidity. Cui Zi’en takes on multiple artistic platforms: he is a
director, auteur, avant-garde artist, actor, film scholar, screenwriter, novelist, magazine
columnist, an outspoken queer activist, a Christian, and a current researcher at the Film Research
Institute of the Beijing Film Academy. Cui has also been called the enfant terrible of
contemporary Chinese cinema, due to his experimental style and taboo subject matters within his
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films.32 Cui’s unique position as an established academic, cultural content creator, and activist
places him as one of the main unifiers of a transnational collective queer community in China.

It is important to contextualize Cui within an emerging queer counterculture that began in
the early 1990s in Chinese cities, from the cruising activity in public toilets and parks, to the
multiple gay bars that became a hub for this increasingly visible population. Cui is very much a
creator and participator of this queer counterculture community, particularly the screenings of his
films through the Beijing Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, international film festivals, and
academic screenings in the U.S. from Cornell University in New York State33 to Pomona College
in California.34 Cui has combined his creative skills with his political thoughts to become the
spokesperson for gay recognition and rights in China, ensuring that queers media is mostly
created by self-representation, and heard in political spheres.

Cui as Tongzhi Activist
“…I see myself more as an organizer than a director. Forming a film crew is almost like
having a party with my friends. My role is to gather people for a big twenty-day party,
like a party host. Everyone brings cheese and wine. Of course in our party they bring a
DV Camera, tapes and costumes.”
- Cui Zi’en (2010)35
As an activist filmmaker, it would seem natural for Cui to rectify preconceived
conceptions of homosexuality and other ‘deviants’ from heterosexual norms in preachy ways,
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UCLA 2008, 274.
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but he is far too mischievous for that. In his films, he artfully portrays representations of his own
queer ideas, and in day-to-day life, he is also a spokesperson for gay rights in China; he is a
creator of communities, which he solidifies through a variety of mediums. Cui made his public
appearance on Hunan Satellite TV’s show “Tell It Like It Is” in 2000 under the episode name
“Approaching Gay People”, together with other LGBT activist members such as academic Li
Yinhe, who wrote Their World: A Study of the Male Homosexual Community in China, the first
academic work on male homosexuality in contemporary China, and lesbian artist Shi Tou, whose
roots originate from the famous Yuanmingyuan artist village on the outskirts of Beijing in the
1990s. This marked the advent of gay visibility in contemporary China, not only because it was
on national television, but also because it was a forum for open-discussion and exchange
between the audience and the LGBT panel.36
Shortly after this, Cui collaborated with his friend and then-Peking University student
Yang Yang, to organize China’s first LGBT film festival titled “Tongzhi Cultural Festival” on
Peking University’s campus in 2001. The two friends and Zhang Jiangnan, a member of the
Motion Picture Association of Peking University, took advantage of the relatively unknown use
of the term tongzhi to successfully host the film festival. Although university officials eventually
caught on that the film festival was actually not a celebration of communist party comradeship
when the film festival posters were publicized and revealed otherwise, the festival was allowed
to screen one film, Shanghai Panic, with university officials observing the event, with the rest of
the schedule being canceled. The festival attracted 600-700 participants, packing the 300-seat
auditorium to the brim. Although Zhang faced interrogations from university officials, the
festival haphazardly continued in a guerrilla-style fashion at other locations and festival names
for the following ten years.37
Many of Cui’s films were shown at these film festivals as well. Yang continued to direct
a documentary that came out in 2011 titled: Our Story: 10-‘Years of Guerrilla’ of Beijing Queer
Film Festival, that narrates the difficulties faced by the film festival organizers. In the film, it
was stated that everyone involved in the film festival felt that the cultural expression they

36
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celebrated in film and their intimate party was also linked the counter-cultural life that had
mushroomed in the early 1990s to the avant-garde films screened in 2001 and 2002.38 While
these are just two examples of Cui’s work in the public sphere, his position between his public
presence and his art forms places him as China’s foremost gay film-maker and transnational
collective queer community in China.39
In an article he wrote in an International Institute for Asian Studies in 2002, Cui Zi’en is
very clear on his approach towards gay activism. He discusses how the media approaches
homosexuals, and how homosexual representation thus far has been from the academic ivory
tower: “From the 1990s to the present, every representation of homosexuality in China has
necessitated legitimatization by the ‘academic cause’,” and how “lesbian- or gay-themed book or
magazine, radio or television show, etc., can [never] be allowed unless the ‘academic cause’ is
brought in.” The “academic empire thus becomes a mirror of the political one,” because there is
a lack of self-representation. Under these circumstances, homosexuals and homosexual culture
will be continually and systematically objectified and made into ‘others’. If homosexuals want to
voice their subjectivity, the process must necessarily be filtered by ‘experts’; or alternatively,
homosexual people have to disguise themselves as the experts. Still now, any representation of
homosexuality (in fiction, film, drama, academic research, magazines, websites, and so forth)
carried out by openly homosexual people is regularly pushed underground, the only promising
exception being the special issue of Modern Civilization Pictorial which contained personal
stories that homosexuals themselves wrote, and internationally award- winning fiction by
homosexual writers – “a most rare chance for homosexuals to exhibit their subjectivities.”40
Cui wrote this article in 2002. Since then, Cui, himself a researcher at the Beijing Film
Academy, has stepped out of the confines of the academic world. His cinematic work has
become part of an international film circuit, especially after the creation of the annual Beijing
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gay and lesbian film festival. His films are easily accessible. They are shown at many locations
across the globe and can even be streamed on Amazon. Cui’s global accessibility and renown
confirm that there is an internationally recognized new queer Asian cinema that aims to gain
artistic license over queer Asian self-representation.

Cui Zi’en Films
“In my films, hardcore gay sex is never what I’m interested in. That’s catering to others’
voyeuristic desires, I think. Instead, I’m more interested in discovering and revealing the
relationship between gay lovers, how they deal with each other, what their sense of
responsibility is, and so on.”
- Cui Zi’en (2004)41
As Cui states in the quote above, his films are not meant to exotify nor objectify, but
rather to portray developments of both surreal and realistic relationships between his nonheterosexual characters. I will analyze scenes from two of Cui’s films, Enter the Clowns (2002)
and Star Appeal (2008). These were chosen because they encapsulate Cui’s varying styles and
topics of his non-documentary films. Enter the Clowns (2002) is a gender-bending story split
into five ‘chapters’ revolving around four main characters. Star Appeal (2008) is about
extraterrestrial love, a topic Cui is very fond of, when a Martian is integrated into a bisexual
relationship.
Cui’s gender bending topics dispel Chinese familial structures and contribute to creating
a more sexually fluid China. The combinations of queerness and Chinese elements are integral
components of Cui’s cinematic imagery and imagination that strengthen queer theory as a
universal one. In order for queer theory to be truly universal, it should be applied to global and
local contexts. Chinese ideas of filial duty, seniority, and Communist Party propaganda in Cui’s
films strengthen queer theory because these quintessential themes of everyday life in China are
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seen through a queer lens and can subsequently deconstruct the normative and rebuild to
construct models of social change.

Enter the Clowns: Gender-Fucking Your Mind
Enter the Clowns was released in 2002, one of Cui Zi’en’s first full-feature films. It
revolves around the lives of Beijingers of all sexual orientations. It is shot in a rather disjointed
manner, and the lack of background information on the minor characters, whether lovers or
strangers, who engage with the four main characters disorientates the viewer and allows for an
acceptable and even encouraged positive version of voyeurism into the microcosmic world
because sexuality is confronted in an upfront, bluntly honest way. Enter the Clowns is broken up
into five sections, following four characters that intermittently reappear in each other’s chapters:
Xiao Bo (and his mother or father), Nana who longs after Xiao Bo and changes into a women,
Ru Meng Ling who changes into a man, and finally Dong Dong who confronts his spirituality.
The film was shot for under $5,000 and within five days, and is more experimental and
audacious in its plot lines then the cinematography and camera work than Cui’s other films. 42 I
will focus on the first and third chapters of the film to explore the fluidity of gender identities
against strong traditions of masculinity and femininity, both Chinese and Western.
The opening sequence of Cui Zi’en’s film, Enter the Clowns, reads a place card: Xiao
Bo’s Mother or Father. Xiao Bo is played by actor Yu Bo, who also acts under the name Xiao Bo
in multiple Cui films such as Star Appeal (2004). The next frame shows Xiao Bo coming into the
room to kneel at his father’s deathbed. The camera stringently follows Xiao Bo, periodically
zooming in and out of his face, but never revealing Xiao Bo’s father now-turned-mother. Cui
Zi’en is not only the director of the film, but also the actor who plays Xiao Bo’s ‘mother’. She
first asks Xiao Bo to apply lipstick onto her lips. Then she asks Xiao Bo to breastfeed from her
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chest so she can feel like a real mother. Xiao Bo acquiesces to all requests, however painfully, as
a Chinese filial son would. In a final request, she asks Xiao Bo to send her off with his milk, his
cum. Xiao Bo complies and proceeds to ejaculate into his mother’s mouth. After the act is
completed, the camera finally shows us Cui, who is smiling, complete with lipstick and mascara.
Xiao Bo sees that she has a few white hairs, and moves to the front of the bed to tenderly pull out
them out from his mother’s head.
This is a typical scene in a Cui Zi’en film – an odd combination of careful camerawork
that presents the audience with delicate care, while creating a space that mediates this forceful
collision in which viewers are confronted to look inward and analyze their own definitions of
gender, sexuality, and perhaps, even morality. Filial piety plays an intrinsic role in Chinese
societal structure, and to see it manifest in such a shocking way in this opening scene abducts the
viewer into a surreal space that allows tradition to be reevaluated.
The third section “Ru Meng Ling Changes into a Man” opens with three men in a room
debating what title they should receive according to seniority. After some disputations over
checking date of births on their ID cards, they agree that Ru Meng Ling is the oldest and should
be called Eldest Brother, and the others (whose names are not mentioned) should be called
Middle Brother, and Youngest Brother. The conscious decision to give a title to each
acquaintance follows the Chinese concept of familial hierarchies and face within a patriarchal
structure. The next scene shows Meng Ling singing communist songs in front of the mirror, and
the following scene includes Ming Ling and a younger man recording a radio program called
“Ladies Lavatory Anthropology”, a survey they conducted with approximately 2,000 women in
Beijing about whether ladies lavatories should be adjacent to men lavatories. This includes
comments that call for separate lavatory construction so men are not “aroused by female odors”
and become desirous to leap over the wall.
Lavatories are a reoccurring motif in Cui’s films meant to challenge the idea of sex in a
humorous way, and Cui’s use of bathroom humor in Enter the Clowns is not to distant from his
other uses. The “Ladies Lavatory Anthropology” bathroom humor scene in this section is similar
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to Cui’s The Pros and Cons of the WC (2001), an experimental film about a debate over whether
or not male and female public toilets should be separated or integrated. Cui is without a doubt
mocking the institution of gender here, and is making a reference to males who cruise for sexual
exchanges with other males at public toilets. In this scene, the vernacular, pronunciation, and
scientific statistical rigor of their ‘anthropology’ report is meant to be humorous, as Meng Ling
says, the report results were “most fruitful like breasts.” Meng Ling says he has visited many
different institutions, including the National Congress, to conduct a survey on the difficulties
experienced by women citizens. They received 1,802 questionnaires back from handing out
2,000, an excellent return rate of 90.1%. When Meng Ling discussed whether women’s
lavatories should be bigger than men’s, some people stated that, “in the art of toilet construction,
we should not stick to equality of the sexes…it would be advantageous to social harmony,
beneficence and social development,” to have bigger lavatories for women.
The listing of “harmony, beneficence and social development,” is meant to mock
Communist Party rhetoric, especially because the report began with “Dear comrade viewers,”
and the ‘radio’ show is called International Red Star TV. The other argument advocated adjacent
lavatories so both sexes can be separated, “by the subtle division of the wall and stimulate each
other’s excretory fervor,” and be akin to matrimony of a “strictly monogamous type.” Meng Ling
tops of this comment with stating that it is most important that the stench from both sexes’
lavatories be matched, and the sounds paired, so that while the subtle division of the wall will
separate both sexes, they can still stimulate each other’s excretory fervor. This scene uses the
communist frame to shed light on the imbalances of gender relations in China, humorously
stating that it is hard to imagine that there are more women than men in China because it is such
a big male chauvinist country. The references to communism, such as mentioning the National
Congress, also recall the appropriation of tongzhi. The dialogue in this scene takes a part of
Chinese history, Communist radio broadcasting about increases in wheat production and other
propaganda, and reappropriates it to comically voice queer ideas.

The subsequent scenes in this third chapter unfolds the tension between Meng Ling and
Middle Brother – in one scene, Middle Brother screams “I love you Ru Meng Ling” on top of a
playground structure, and won’t stop until Meng Ling agrees to have sex with him. Middle
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Brother also successfully had intercourse with Meng Ling’s sister, Binbin. The tension between
Meng Ling and Middle Brother eventually result in Middle Brother sneaking up on Meng Ling
in the middle of the night to rape him, a brutal and disturbing action to watch as Middle Brother
screams, “Change! Change! Change! You want to change!”, “How can you know what a real
man is?”, and, “You are just a condom, a giant condom!”. Youngest Brother assists Meng Ling
in revenge by getting Middle Brother drunk and then tying him up so that Ming Ling can mouth
rape him. The scene is disturbing, but at this point of the film, the viewer is most likely
accustomed to Cui’s aesthetic, or perhaps too desensitized to be too shocked.
Nana who turns into a woman, Ru Meng Ling who turns into a man, and Xiao Bo’s
mother all take on the male gaze and subvert it by forming it into their own tools of expression
and power. Meng Ling also rejects Middle Brother’s misogynistic behavior that pushed
traditional feminine roles by asserting himself as a now-man in the most invasive of methods.
Additionally, Xiao Bo’s mother was comfortable with her personal desires at her deathbed, and
demanded that her son accept and support these desires, which he did. These characters are
gender-bending, they twist the idea of gender roles to fit their new selves.
Star Appeal: Fantasy of a New Terrain
From the very beginning, Star Appeal, (2004) is strange and surreal. A naked man stands
on an empty stretch of highway. Xiao Bo and his boyfriend drive down to the naked man
standing along the road. Our eyes are forced to readjust to the strange colors that wash over the
entire frame. When the naked man says that he is from Mars, Xiao Bo nonchalantly welcomes
him to earth and decides to take care of the alien, who they have named ET, to teach him about
life on earth. Xiao Bo and his boyfriend take ET to an open field to teach him about the growth
and nature of plants. Xiao Bo gives ET a stuffed lamb animal as a gift, one out of many religious
symbols Cui includes, which ET becomes particularly fond of as he often carries it with him in
various scenes.
Xiao Bo, who is bisexual and already has a boyfriend and girlfriend, quickly becomes
enchanted by ET, and enjoys teaching him about how the world works from the most mundane
things such as eau de cologne to more serious matters, like expressing human emotions such as
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love. ET is an open book for Xiao Bo to write in, an innocent being free of human sins who
arrives on a land of sin. This is conveyed very early on, when Xiao Bo gives ET the stuffed lamb
by pretending to be a lamb (his desire to be pure), and then telling ET not to touch him, because
he is not a lamb. Rather, he gives the stuffed lamb to ET as a gift. While ET’s nakedness
emphasizes his purity and symbolism for the naked truth and self, their shared lack of clothing
represents their openness towards each other and emphasizes Xiao Bo’s fantasy of belonging to a
purer world, to ET’s home in Mars, where there is no sex, gender, or race—a queer planet.
The insular relationship between Xiao Bo and ET eventually puts a stress on Xiao Bo’s
bi-sexual relationship with his boyfriend and girlfriend. Just as Xiao Bo’s relationships are at a
tipping point, ET loses consciousness when he is knocked to the ground during an altercation
with a man in a park. ET is brought back to Xiao Bo’s home and only wakes up when he hears
“We love you” being said by Xiao Bo and his girlfriend. ET only wakes up when Xiao Bo says,
“I love you,” to ET in English, French, and Russian. When he wakes up, ET says that he heard
something in Martian. The bridge between Mars and Earth is starting to form when ET and Xiao
Bo are able to communicate in this fundamental way. The extreme discoloration as Cui’s
aesthetic choice and the voice distortion in this scene highlights the surreal sensation of the
situation as well as the significant moment that solidifies the relationship between Xiao Bo and
ET.
ET and Xiao Bo finally become physical with each other when ET asks how humans
show love other than verbally. Xiao Bo shows him by giving him a hesitant peck on the lips, but
is even more careful when ET asks what is the most profound way humans express love to each
other. Xiao Bo eventually responds by saying it’s through making love, and the product of this
love is a child. The fact that they do not have intercourse in this scene speaks to Xiao Bo’s desire
to keep ET pure of human taint because he feels so negatively about his fellow earthlings. ET
also refuses to answer Xiao Bo’s question as to how Martians show love. His refusal makes us,
and Xiao Bo, wonder about the possibilities of extraterrestrial love that can be extended to
human possibilities of a non-gendered love, a facet of queer theory. The fact that Martian love is
never revealed speaks to the unknown sexual, or lack of sexual, terrain humans have yet to
inhabit, but also makes us rethink whether our social constructs around sex are superfluous, and
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it certainly critiques the Chinese tradition of procreation as the most important goal in life and
society. Near the end of the film, Xiao Bo and ET finally do have sex after Xiao Bo gives ET
coffee. Although ET may not have realized, Xiao Bo used the coffee as an analogy for life on
earth: the coffee is bitter and dark, but you can add sugar to make it sweeter, and drinkable.
ET abruptly returns back to Mars and the film ends with a black screen, and we hear a
dialogue between ET and Xiao Bo. They are trying to coordinate to meet at the 7th volcano on
Mars. This conversation ends with Xiao Bo repeatedly calling out ET’s name with no response.
A gong goes off and vocal chanting music closes off the film – an eerie ending to Cui’s strange
and disorientating experimental film. Xiao Bo is not able to meet ET on Mars even though ET
promises that he will show Xiao Bo how Martians express love on their planet. ET embodies
Xiao Bo’s desire for a world without the burden of social and gender constructs.

The arcs and characters in Enter the Clowns (2002) and Star Appeal (2008), from Xiao
Bo to ET, fall within queer theory’s foundation that gender and sexuality is all socially
constructed, and creates compelling identities that that fall into normative/deviant categories.
The stories Cui weaves are meant to challenge and encourage the viewer to dismantle the
heterosexual/homosexual binary system. As stated earlier, queer theory builds categories such as
gender, race and class as a multi-policy that renders identity permanently open, hybrid and fluid,
which in turn supports transnational coalition-building very much based on a politics of
difference. Cui’s moving pictures of hybrid and fluid characters negotiating life in contemporary
China further bolster that queer theory should be, and is, universalist.
The characters in Enter the Clowns (2002) live in the nation’s capital where centuries-old
traditional Confucian gender roles were formed and centered, and the juxtaposition of these nowfluid gender lines within this city makes it all the more apparent that Cui is introducing a new
perspective to this city and national narrative. In Star Appeal (2008), ET serves as the sacrificial
body that makes fantasy present, but he remains elusive and his mystery instigates and draws out
the desire in in all the characters in Star Appeal. While ET leaves his earthly counterparts more
broken than they were to begin with, it is certain that their extraterrestrial experience gave them
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insight into a completely genderless, fluid world. The fact that Martian love is completely
different, yet never revealed, speaks to a completely queer terrain that humans have yet to
inhabit. If Martians don’t have any concepts of gender, why should we?

V. Conclusions
The two films discussed in this article, Enter the Clowns (2002) and Star Appeal (2008)
are useful towards arguing Cui Zi’en’s placement within queer theory, and queer Chinese artists.
Cui’s films capture desire in a world where gender and sex are fluid, and thus makes them
realizable in his presentation of the possibility in the impossibility. Queer theory can help us to
better understand the underlying assumptions and analyze the relationships between characters in
Cui’s films. At the same time, it will be beneficial for queer theory to use Cui’s films as part of
its ammunition to demolish hegemonic gender and sexual categories, and also support evidence
towards a universalist application of queer theory to Chinese tongzhi culture. This two way street
proves that Cui’s scope of work take on Petrus Liu’s task of transforming the “signifier of
‘China’ into a useful set of queer tools,” as the characters’ actions and nuances in these two films
splattered traditional Chinese concepts onto a non-gendered plane. 43
The synthesis of queer theory to critique ideas of gender construction in Cui’s activism
and films support the idea that China and queer theory can benefit from each other equally.
While this article aims to shed light on Cui Zi’en’s films and tongzhi culture, further research on
queer Chinese cinema and the directors who contribute to this artistic movement would create a
better understanding of human queerness.
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This paper is a condensed version of Audrey’s Senior Honors Thesis at the Dietrich College
of Humanities “Queering Chinese Comrades! Through the Lens of Director Cui Zi’En” which
she successfully completed in summer 1913. The thesis analyzes several movies by Chinese
independent filmmaker Cui Zi’en and places them within the context of the Chinese movement
for LGBT rights. At the same time, Audrey has always had a strong interest in anthropology and
post-modern theory. The most important finding of her thesis and paper has been in the
theoretical field. Rather than applying queer theory to understand China’s LGBT community, she
argues that it is important to understand that queer theory fails to live up to its own global
aspirations if it does not take Chinese queer culture into account. Thus, China does not need
queer theory. Queer theory needs China. This thesis and paper make an important contribution
towards a humanist view of Chinese culture that does not essentialize it as the opposite of
“Western” culture, but understands it positively as a crucial part of global culture.
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人承蜩的故

可以因

情

自

当

乐业的

，导

用

如果你对学

点

自

的人

和

来说明

眼

的

情

的位置，
，和孔子的

当你思想集中的时候，

现在的能力去做

它的

的人，而爱好学

无

，乃凝于神

要性的时候，再

如乐之者

要

而骄傲，他是一

能总是看着别人的好而失去了自

情，按照自

管

他从小非常勤奋好学，

外一

谈到的

们

很多的好处

想着更好的

补充了

情要自然

，告诉

山，望那山，一

话想告诉 们兴趣对于学

养兴趣，因

人要追求精神自

的话，

想份外的
是乐业以

华

治制度，觉得

使别的

，

梁启超引用了庄子的话，

如好之者，好之者

梁启超通过孔子的
的

无

得特别聪明，能
梁启超在谈到

庄子认

偻

的生命，

情都要勤

梁启超引用了曾文

能做好，最终一
的话是

自

面

情做到圆满的唯一
庄子

曾国藩，是晚清时期的大学士

管

谨的人

庄子

情看

曾文

和孔子的话

他反对现实社会的道德和

梁启超通过

情，都要把

和别人交换

曾文

朱子解释敬业解释得

引用了孔子的

意是对于学

如从学

，知

中得到快乐的人

或者职业都非常

要

感兴趣，你就会

得很

学

和

动，在
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学

和

中得到快乐

食，乐以
力做

甚

忧，

能提高效率

知老之将

记吃饭，

孔子讲述了自

云尔

的一生，

说明了孔子的努力

其

发愤

就是梁启超所说的敬业，而乐以

人

，发愤

食是指

决心努

忧是指高兴得把忧愁都

了， 就是梁启超所说的乐业 如果做到了孔子说的

，那

生活才

值，

种生活才是人类的理想生活
梁启超谈到的
敬业 乐业

念早就渗透到了中国社会和中国人的思想中去了

的目的

过是提醒人们

关儒家，道家和

家早就提倡的

自从 19 世纪以来，很多访问过中国的西方人都形容中国人刻苦努力
，一个美国传教士，

瑟样

密

特点(Chinese Characteristics)

，

书中很

语

的态度 儒家的教育

，读过

学而

厌

和

着密

诲人

的关系

倦

的，而是所

的人必

敬业

日，无所用心，难矣哉！
敬业

乐业

梁启超

1500
度

管是和尚

引用了孔子的

的历

9

道家学说在中国

，因

个

更久的历

论

话直接谈到的是学

一

的话

饱食终

业之必要

意思的一个方面是提醒读者中国人在全世界

是普通人都认

管

子早就

个学期学过孔子的

虽然

来强调儒家提倡的每一个人

很

中国人的

是说教育方面的职业应该是神圣

的态度 仅是来自儒家学说的影响，而
教的信仰者

们

话

和教人，但是孔子鼓励学生和老师努力

书

很多西方知识

8

念

比如，1894

的一段话讲了中国人，

龄，职业或社会地位，都相信职业是神圣的
了解了

，写了一

Arthur Smith

梁启超谈

是

日常

教在很大程度
，大概 2500

的努力

家和道家学说所
是神圣的

8

禅

的

教在中国

影响了中国社会对
，它

对中国社会

禅

的态
大
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的影响，所以道家学说的经典著
中国的嬉皮士，相反它
梁启超对

的思想

，

城

人

念

榜

的

10

全

一

了升职， 了增

的目的

刊载了一篇很

资

班一点都没
轻人

遵循梁启超所说的把所

均每

会马

会换

的职业，甚

是

是

了挣钱而

意思的关于西方人对

如果人们认

热情，甚

说明了道家并

是说西方人一点都

文章中说现在在西方努力

11

报道了现代美国

西方人
的

现代西方的

期刊(City Journal)

他们经常会偷懒，每
2012

偻

敬业或 乐业，对他们来说，

态度衰落的文章
愿意付出努力 是

把

是提倡刻苦努力地

，而是他们经常
2009

庄子

的人，尤其是

轻人，

他们的

前途，

换

没
比如，

由

12

可

最贫贱的职业都应该看

福
，大部
是神圣

一原
虽然现代西方文

教

动

世纪

一般来说没

敬业

提倡敬业的生活方式 历

最

19 世纪的

他们做的 13
说都

教

伦理

是最

他们给于自

教

Opus Dei 的

面的一个

神圣的生活方式，他们把

现代中西文

方面

闲是神圣的，而

在

看
敬业

教团

念，但是
要的是
每

一

刻苦努力是

14

念，但是没

因

提倡

乐业的
，

像中国文

帝需要

誉对他们来

教一般来说并
把敬业

传统的西方

教，尤其是 16

教精神，而挣钱

要的

是一种祈祷
乐业的

最

教徒认

的日常职业一个
身才是最

的一

，

代的

要的，而

度，但是

传统文

那个

乐业的

个

种态
念

们可以看到西方
中那

强调

个方面的区别特别大，西方的很多人，尤其在欧洲，认

休

是
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梁启超的

篇演讲通过引用经典格言传达了儒家

念

念和思想

传统

老爱幼，孝
去教育他

长辈

德

儒家

做人要
教导

的教育方法，

的

西，而 无

就是没

道家支持

他认

，

们很难

意

点

养，
励人们

德行善，

要自
们可以

觉得

点，老子觉得
意

恶

的

，认

人们比较难理

无

在的东

是

的

的

老子反对知识的来源

，出去的越

，知道的知识就越少

待着怎

会了解外面发生的

物都是因
善报

的看法，

们

点是对的，那就相信它

教强调的是自身休

缘才聚在一起的

恶报，善

是
没

如果觉得

情呢？

认

教鼓
好的方

必要去争论谁对谁
个

点是错误的，那

参考

梁启超通过
味

，因
思想都会

个

个

效

情随
道

就是实实在在

论问题是没

个概念，所

是一
心是

人交流，才能得到更多的信息

要做

其实，每个人对

的

一个人一直在家

人们相信因果缘

道家思想的

要的话题

出户，知

们需要走出去了解世界，

错

无

和方法

总结出了很多

出了很多抽象的解释，

无是很

种很空泛地

个

面

道

孔子

道家的思想

着自然规律生长

很多人会认
过程
对

，

爱心，最高的道德标准是要做到

温故而知

源，老子给

在中国的哲学思想

是邪恶的，都可以用道德

是人们应该做到的

物都应该

家思想中的中国

儒家的思想要求人们要懂礼貌，尊

个人是善良

情心，

用，比如

着自然而发展，宇

解

道德，无论

面的，而

人们

是宇

好的方面

们要

思想都是很

道

好

道家和

敬业

如果 们能忠实于自

乐业
的

篇演讲词告诉了
并

们敬业是责任心，乐业是趣

能从职业中领略出趣味，

的生活才是最
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理想

最

值的

时，梁启超

和故

来提醒人们中国的传统文

统文

，

大量地引用了儒家，道家，和
中的

传统

念是

应该被遗

但是每个思想或者

念都

自

心思想
的

中国

虽然

的道理和真谛，

着
念

教的经典格言

久的历
一点

们应该做的就是

和丰富的传

全被人们赞

，

其精华，去其

糟粕
Students Advisor’s Comments
Yueming Yu
This is a joint term project paper written by Maximilien Vachon and Qiutong Ye for
the course “Studies in Chinese traditions” at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) in 2015.
“Studies in Chinese Traditions” is a content course conducted in Chinese for students
who have studied Chinese for three years at CMU or another accredited institution of
higher learning. It aims to deepen students’ understanding of Chinese history, society and
traditional thinking through the study of Chinese literature. Students study both classic
and modern Chinese literary works such as Confucius “Analects”, classical poems,
modern proses, and excerpts of novels.
The term project is carried out in groups of two or three students based on their
interests. It is intended for students to showcase how much they have learned about
Chinese traditions and how well they are able to analyze the content they have learned
and present their own opinions. They select their own topics that interest them. Any
topics will be accepted, provided that they are closely related to the studies of Chinese
traditions. Students start to prepare for this project near the middle of each semester. The
project work includes three stages: outline, first draft and final draft. Over the past few
years, students have selected very interesting topics, e.g. “Analects and its influence on
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Chinese ways of thinking (

论语

中国传统思想)”, “Li Bai’s poem ‘Drinking

Alone under the Moon’ and Chinese wine culture (李
)”, “Chinese classical poems and Daoism (中国

的

诗词

独酌
道家文

中国酒文

)”, “Chinese family

value through ‘Classic of Songs’, ‘Mulan’, and ‘Spring View’ by Du Fu (通过
役

，“木兰辞”

春望

看中国的家庭

君子于

)” , etc., etc.

This project paper by Max Vachon and Qiutong Ye was written during the spring
2015 semester. It is basically their reflection paper on the article “Respect and Love Your
Jobs (敬业

乐业)” , a speech made by Liang, Qichao, a well-known reformist at the

turn of the 20th century of China to a group of occupational students at graduation. This
was one of the articles students studied during the semester. This paper focuses on how
Chinese traditionally view “jobs & occupations”, why Chinese traditionally are regarded
as a hard-working nation, and what roles the traditional thinking of Confucianism,
Buddhism and Daoism has played in cultivating and formulating this working attitude
among Chinese. It uses many quotations by Confucius, famous Buddhist monks and
Laozi and Zhuangzi to illustrate the basic teachings they advocate that lead Chinese
people in cultivating their views towards life and work. Very interestingly, the paper also
presents the difference between Chinese attitude towards work and the attitude adopted
by Westerners, and analyzes how Western religions have influenced people’s thinking. In
spite of all the pros they have found from the teachings of Confucianism, Buddhism and
Daoism, Max and Qiutong also challenge some of the teachings and present their own
comments.
The paper includes a clear theme and well-grounded supporting views. It is a good
manifestation of the authors’ understanding of the traditional Chinese thoughts and the
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influence they have exerted on Chinese people as a nation. The organization of the
content is coherent and systematic with a good flow of thoughts. The authors’ analysis is
not based on their assumptions but their understanding of the traditional philosophical
thinking of Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism as well as down-to-the-earth facts. The
language used in this paper is in general appropriate and smooth with very few errors in
the use of words and sentence structures. It satisfies the requirement set forth for this
project and is regarded as a quality paper worth recommendation.
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Abstracts/摘要
1. The importance of students and teachers having congruent goals for Chinese language learning

Zhongqi Shia, Xiaodong Linb, Jiayi Xuc
ab

Columbia University, c New York University

Abstract
While students and teachers share the same classroom, they do not necessarily share the same
goals for the class. A goal considered essential by the teacher may not be deemed as important
by some students. Their divergent goals might direct them to allocate time and effort
distinctively, and potentially induce negative impact on students’ learning outcomes. In the
present study, we compared course goals prioritized by Chinese language students (n=48) and
their teachers (n=2), and investigated to what extent student-teacher goal congruence is related to
student performance and motivation. The results showed that students in the high-congruent
group achieved higher scores, demonstrated more on-task and less off-task behavior, and showed
stronger motivation towards the course, than did students in the low-congruent group. A path
analysis indicated that goal congruence had direct effects on student performance and motivation
as well as an indirect effect on performance via motivation. The implications of goal congruence
for foreign language teaching and learning are discussed.
Keywords: goal congruence, performance, motivation, Chinese classroom

摘要
一门课程中的师生虽然朝
致

在老师眼中非常重要的学

目标

的差异

生学

绩

相处频繁接触, 但是他们对于课程目标的理解却
目标, 或许在某些学生的眼中却并

许会导致双方将注意力和精力投放到
理想

研究以 48

在美学

内容

重要
, 从而造

这种师生
一些学

中文的学生和他们的任课老师(两位)为研究

对象, 对其课程目标的排序进行比较, 在此基础
绩以及学 动机之间的关系

的学

那

必一

,

们挖掘其目标一致程度

结果显示, 师生目标一致程度高的学生在期

学生

取得的 绩更
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高, 获得的老师评价更好,
的

绩

学

但有直接的影响,

的动机

更强烈

路径分析揭示出目标一致性对于学生

通过学生动机间接影响其

绩

文章结论部分讨论了师生目

标一致性的理论价值和教学指导作用
2. A Corpus-based Study on the Semantic Collocation between Disyllabic Emotional Psychological
Verbs and Noun Objects in Mandarin Chinese

Yan Zhou
Bucknell University
Abstract
This study analyzed the semantic collocation between emotional psychological verbs and noun
objects in modern Mandarin. Based on natural data from a large corpora, this study calculated
the frequency of collocations of each psychological verb, and examined the semantic distribution
of their noun objects. With the assistance of the result of the research, the paper also discussed a
more efficient approach of teaching collocations between psychological verbs and nouns objects:
the semantic restriction according to different semantic features of various collocation is
proposed.
Keywords: Psychological verbs, semantic collocation, Chinese teaching
摘要
文以双音节情感类心理动词为研究对象，利用语料库语言学的研究方法，深入分析了该
类动词

词宾语的语

搭配情况

了逐词描写，考察了心理动词及其

在统计分析语料数据的基础

高频搭配表和

词宾语语

类分布表，分别从微观和宏观两方面展现了情感类心理动词

词宾语的语

搭配情况

此

搭配语

限制度

文从

个角度讨论了心理动词

词宾语语

关键词：心理动词，语

集中度及动

特征，并形

文对心理动词进行
动

，

词宾语搭配的语

，

词宾语搭配教学的重点：教学动

高频搭配语块输入教学

搭配，中文教学
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